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ABSTRACT
Kolli, Chandra Sekhar Rao. M.S. The University of Memphis. 08/2012. Robust
Estimation of Tone Break Indices from Speech Signal using Multi-Scale Analysis and
their Applications. Major Professor: Dr. Mohammed Yeasin.
The aim of this study is to develop robust algorithm to automatically detect the
Tone and Break Indices (ToBI) from the speech signal and explore their applications.
iLAST was introduced to analyze the acoustic and prosodic features to detect the ToBI
indices. Both "expert" and "data" driven rules were used to improve the robustness. The
integration of multi-scale signal analysis with rule-based classification has helped in
robustly identifying tones that can be used in applications, such as identifying Vowel
triangle, emotions from speech etc. Empirical analyses using labeled dataset were
performed to illustrate the utility of the proposed approach. Further analyses were
conducted to identify the inefficiencies with the proposed approach and address those
issues through co-analyses of prosodic features in identifying the major contributors to
robust detection of ToBI. It was demonstrated that the proposed approach performs
robustly and can be used for developing a wide variety of applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Communication through language is based on major channels and constituent
levels, such as the lexicon, syntax, prosody and kinesics (facial expressions, head nods,
posture and bodily gestures). Prosody and kinesics constitute the paralinguistic elements
of language and play a prominent role in the organization of human communication and
discourse. Prosody can add information to the strict linguistic content of the message or
even modify the meaning of the literal content. The main acoustic correlates of speech
prosody comprise fundamental frequency (F0), relative intensity, pitch accents, formants,
pauses, gaps, rhythms, etc. Many of these correlates are key ingredients of tone break
indices (ToBI) and vowel triangle. Hence, an efficient and robust estimation of TOBI
and vowel triangle (VT) from spoken utterances will help in understanding prosodic
correspondences and thereby advance modeling, analysis and synthesis of verbal and
nonverbal communications. Such an understanding is crucial in developing innovative
algorithms, such as recognition of gestures, emotions, dialog acts, and their use in
perceptual interfaces for learning technologies, collaborative environments (human robot
collaborative interface), music therapy, question and answering system, applications in
medicine (i.e., analysis of the psychological state of a patient), objective evaluation of
reading, and assistive technologies for the elderly or disabled. This will also enable
development of a framework for co-analyses of multimodal articulations to obtain a
deeper understanding of (a) how the nucleus of an utterance and a visual prosody interact
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to render the intent of the utterance, and (b) how the synchronization with other
modalities affect the production of multimodal co-articulation.
1.2 Research Challenges
There are a number of challenges in fully automated efficient and robust
estimation of ToBI and the VT (iLAST). Despite a number of reported works and
advances in computational linguistics, a fully automated estimation of the ToBI and VT
from the speech signal remains elusive. Most of the research has been focused on
estimating the ToBI and Vowel sounds from the text. Given a large database of corpus
and the dictionary, these systems were trained to infer the ToBI and VT. The system had
to be continuously trained for recognizing new words and estimating the ToBI and the
vowel sounds accurately. The prediction and detection of the prosodic cues were done
from the prosodic signals [1, 2]. These systems employ various classifiers to classify
different prosodic cues and to predict the prosodic cue that would be available from the
current cues. Automatic segmentation from multiparty meetings, where a distinction has
to be made from different speeches, uses combination of classifiers to classify different
speaking patterns [3]. Probabilistic and statistical methods have been used to estimate the
prosodic cues from the speech signal [4]. Various models such as SVM have been used to
detect the segment boundaries and to estimate the pitch accents from the speech signal
[5]. The results obtained from these methods showed some marginal success in
estimating the prosodic cues from the speech signal. These methods were optimized to
bring the near perfect estimation of the prosodic cues from the speech signal. Though
there has been many instances were such methods have found success, nevertheless they
seldom show some turbulences when the data supplied to the training set does not meet
2

the standards. There were many issues to be dealt with the machine learning approach to
get a perfect representation of the data we need. The first and foremost issue with the
Machine learning is the size of the data. The larger the size of the data, the more the
number of examples required to train the system. This leads to systemic bias, as some of
the representative data might be representing a particular cluster over others. This
essentially corrupts the system leading to a biased output. The data fed into the training
set must be of representative data. Even if the data present, is of high quality, we need to
account for the variability’s associated with the data that would hamper our output. If the
data fed has noise characteristics, then the level of accuracy of prediction would
significantly go south leading to wrongful prediction of the prosodic cues. The statistical
approach often contains complex mathematical algorithms in solving the estimation of
the prosodic cues.
1.3 Proposed Method
To curb the gaps and to harvest the opportunities, we have proposed a novel way
to solve the problem that has been impending for decades. We have broken away from
the traditional path of machine learning. Instead, we chose the signal processing way to
identify the prosodic cues from the speech signal and to estimate all the ToBI labels
which lead to the development of iLAST (integrated approach to Labeling, Annotation of
Speech Corpus using ToBI and Vowel Sounds). By traversing the signal processing path,
we were able to eliminate huge corpus of training data, computational complexity,
representative data, variability’s associated with data and the bias associated with the
output. The method proposed required only speech as an input to the system. The speech
given as an input undergoes further processing yielding the ToBI labels and Vowel
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sounds using speech signal as the only source of information. The proposed framework
has the state of the art algorithms designed to process and detect the ToBI labels and
Vowel sounds with the usage of various signal processing tools. In the subsequent
chapters, we shall explain the working of iLAST and the relevant advantages over the
machine learning approach.
1.4 Major Contributions
This work introduces the design and development of hybrid algorithm for robust
and efficient estimation of ToBI and Vowel triangle from speech signal. In particular, a
multi-scale signal analysis technique was complemented by linguistic rules to develop the
ToBI, Vowel triangle and Multi scale analysis.
1.5 Thesis Outline
This document is outlined into the following chapters which is described below
Chapter 2 describes the literature review highlighting the different works being
produced in accordance with the speech research. The various drawbacks and the
advantages of the current mechanisms are described in this chapter.
Chapter 3 discusses on the Experimental design of the iLAST system and its respective
modules that go into the working for the robust detection of ToBI using Multi scale
analysis from the speech signal. Each module is described in brief which constitutes part
of the iLAST system.
Chapter 4 discusses about the proposed iLAST system describing the processes and the
algorithms used in the design. In this chapter, the signal processing tools, the signal
analysis approach and its algorithms will be discussed in detail.
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Chapter 5 describes the respective observations of the iLAST system and its relative
shortcomings over prediction of the ToBI labels from the speech signal.
Chapter 6 describes about the Co-analysis of signal that determines the contributing
features to find out the trends in prosodic features that would be of use in eliminating
shortcomings in the iLAST system
Chapter 7 discusses the results and relative improvement in the detection of the tone
labels and shows the respective performance evaluations.
Chapter 8 discuss the Conclusion of the work.
Chapter 9 highlights the Discussions in describing the challenges faced and solutions
found during the progress of the research.
Future work highlights the relative improvements that would carried out in response to
the findings.
Chapter 10 discusses the Applications such as Vowel Triangle implementation derived
from iLAST system.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
To estimate the Tone and Break Indices (ToBI), current technologies focus on the
direct estimation of the ToBI from the text. The estimation of the ToBI from text is a
highly developed concept wherein, the syntactic structure of the sentence is entirely
mapped to the tone inventory of the ToBI [6]. Furthermore, the prosodic signals were
constructed directly from the estimated tones from the text. The constructed prosodic
signals resembled closely with that of the original prosodic signal of the text. Possessing
such advantages, ToBI has been widely adopted as a standard platform and has been
widely used across various interdisciplinary researches.
Various machine learning techniques were introduced to enable the system to
learn where to estimate the tones from the sentence using the syntactic structure. With the
popularity of the ToBI, several researchers resorted to the use of the machine algorithms
to make the system recognize the tone and break labels from the sentence and to give a
complete ToBI transcription from the text. These efforts have been successful to some
extent where the ToBI estimation has been completely automated from the text only. The
accuracy of the detection began to improve with the advent of more robust algorithms
that could train the system to estimate the labels at high precision. This led to the
introduction of the new techniques that would enhance the usability and the estimation of
the ToBI from the text.
Early speech analysis systems consisted of a huge corpus of words that were used
for training the system. The tone labels present in the ToBI inventory were estimated
from the text by following the syntactic structure of the sentence. These structures were
utilized by the machine learning algorithms for training the systems in order to efficiently
6

place the tone labels at the desired levels. Along with the syntactic structure, words were
also used in the training of the systems to identify the semantic meaning of the sentence.
Every time the system needs to train, a huge corpus of the sentences and words were
required for each cycle. This facility requires huge memory and often consumes a huge
amount of resources to run algorithms.
Several works on the ToBI are related to the machine learning approach where the
system is trained to recognize the tone labels and to identify them at the appropriate
places. Some works have suggested rule based approaches in estimating the tones from
the phrase [7]. Sentence boundary detections have been done using the machine learning
way [8]. Probabilistic models are used to place the tones at appropriate places within the
phrase and machine learning analysis is done to appropriately calculate how many tones
are classified are correct and vice versa . Dialog act classifications [9] [10] have been
done using the machine learning analysis employing the tones to appropriately detect and
identify the falling and rising intonation.
Although the ToBI has been widely adopted and has evolved with time, there is
still room for vast improvement in the Current technologies focus on the estimation of the
ToBI from text sources. We emphasize on the estimation of the ToBI from the speech
signal with the help of speech analysis tools such as PRAAT [11], and signal processing
techniques such as multi-scale analysis using MATLAB. Estimation of ToBI directly
from speech has some powerful applications especially in the areas of the learning
technologies, and assistive technologies for the elderly and disabled Since the future
applications are based on the speech recognition systems, careful analysis on the speech
signals and vital inventions can pave way for rapid improvements in designing systems,
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that would recognize the speech and react appropriately to output a desirable result. The
first step to this process is the estimation of the ToBI and vowel sounds directly from the
speech signals. There are various advantages with such a process. ToBI eliminates the
use of cumbersome machine learning techniques for recognition of the tone labels that
manifest from the speech signal. The use of signal processing techniques greatly
eliminates the bulky storage of trained words or sentences that would consume a lot of
computing resources. The tools used in inventing such a system are robust and freely
available on the web that would greatly eliminate the overhead cost associated with the
system. Lastly this system can be integrated on the web making it a completely web
based application.
The vowel sounds arrangement with respect to the formants F1 and F2 producing
articulators varies in respect to the different dialects present in the English language.
There is a variety of English language dialects scattered across the United States. Each
region has its specific way of vowel sound pronunciations and their respective intonation
patterns. There are seven English dialects, which range across the American culture.
These dialects are the African-American Vernacular English, Chicano English, General
American English, New York Latino English, Pennsylvania Dutchfield English,
Yeshivish and Yingligh. Out of these seven dialects, we have chosen General American
English since it presents itself in various forms across regional dialects. As there are a
wide variety of dialects spoken across America, it becomes cumbersome to deal with all
dialects taking into account the different variability’s associated with each dialect.
Therefore to represent the American English of the United States, we have chosen the
General American English as our main source.
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Figure 1: American Vowel sounds represented on Formant1, formant2
plane resembling the shape of a triangle.

The General American English Vowel triangle information is represented in the
shape of a trapezoidal form. Figure 1 shows the schematic representation of the
generalized American English Vowel triangle. The vowel triangle consists of the Vowel
sounds that are pronounced with the help of the Formant 1 and Formant 2 producing
articulators [12]. The vowel sounds representation is slightly different for female vowel
sounds from that of the male vowel sounds. This can be attributed to the thinning of the
vocal tract for the female which tend to produce higher frequencies than that of their male
counterparts. This information will be used in our work, to extract the respective vowel
sounds from the speech signal directly through formants F1 and F2.
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Several research studies were carried on the vowel sounds production from the
vocal tract and from tongue surface shapes [13]. Different tongue shapes manipulate the
air flowing from the vocal tract to the front cavity that produces specific vowel sounds.
The movement and the change of the shapes of the tongue are associated with the change
in the F1 and F2 articulators that defines the placement of the vowel sounds in a
triangular/ trapezoidal manner on the F1-F2 plane. Vowel sounds are phonemes that are
uttered with a very open vocal tract [14]. Only the change in the tongue shapes produce
the utterance of the vowel sounds keeping the vocal tract open and intact. The placement
of vowel sounds gives us vital information on the amount of intonation and the stress that
is put on a particular word.
The estimation of the vowel sounds from the speech signal would provide vital
clues to the presence of the intonation patterns and stress on the related words. The
knowledge on the detection of the vowel sounds is derived from the related works [15]
[13] [14]. The formant signals F1 and F2 are considered for the estimation of the vowel
sounds from the speech signals. The automated ToBI and the vowel sounds from the
speech signal would enable us to develop systems such as the Objective Evaluation of
Reading [16], developing assistive technologies for elderly and disabled embedding
speech enable applications and providing supportive analysis for the emotion recognition.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Design
This chapter presents the experimental design of the iLAST system that has been
implemented for the robust detection of the ToBI and VT from the speech signal. The
overall experimental setup is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Experimental design of the iLAST

In this framework, there are several modules that needs to be considered to
successfully detect the ToBI and the VT from the speech signal. The list of modules
represented in figure 2 will be described in further sections.
3.1 Speech Signal
The speech signals used in our experiment are the audio recorded data which are
stored on the computer hardware in the *.wav format. These speech signals contain the
raw information of the signals which will be used in further processing to extract the vital
features that would be used in detection of the ToBI and VT from the speech signals.
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3.2 Feature Extraction
The raw speech signal taken as an input is then processed using the processing
software names as PRAAT. PRAAT contains the speech processing tools to extract the
prosodic features such as Pitch, Intensity, Formants, Bandwidth of the speech signal
which provide vital cues in detecting the ToBI and VT. The algorithms used for
extraction process are coded in PRAAT software that helps us in visualizing the prosodic
signals and the respective variances associated with the speech. The PRAAT software
and the respective prosodic constituents of the speech signal are shown as follows.

Figure 3: PRAAT Objects Window outlining the
speech files in the window
12
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Figure 4: The Prosodic Constituents of the speech signal. The blue contour indicates the Pitch, the yellow contour
indicates the intensity, The red dots indicate the formants of the speech signal. The dark lines in the background
represent the spectrogram of the speech signal.

The feature extraction process is carried out by the PRAAT software as shown in
figure 3 and 4 respectively. Figure 3 depicts the PRAAT objects window that lists all the
current processes being executed by the PRAAT. The Objects window features the menu
to select the different processing tools to extract the relevant prosodic constituents. Figure
4 gives the graphical display of the prosodic constituents of the respective speech signal
selected in the PRAAT Objects window. The blue contour against the dark background
depicted in Figure 4 represents the Pitch signal also known as the fundamental frequency
(F0). Similarly the yellow contour represents the intensity, and the red dots represent the
different formant frequencies of the speech signal. They constitute the prosodic features
of the speech signal which will be used in our experimental design to the detect the ToBI
and VT.
3.3 Continuous Wavelet Transform
This module consists the tools required to obtain the complete analysis of the
speech signals. In our experiment, we have chosen Continuous Wavelet Transform
(CWT) as a signal processing tool to perform multi- scale analysis on the speech signals.
Multi- scale analysis can be defined as analyzing the signal at different frequencies with
different resolutions. This analysis is provided by the Continuous Wavelet Transform,
where the signal can be localized in time as well as in frequency domain. Only CWT
provides the viewing of the signal both in time and frequency domain. CWT provides
good time resolution and poor frequency resolution at high frequencies and good
frequency resolution and poor time resolution at low frequencies. Multi-resolution
analysis is more useful for shorter duration of higher frequency and longer duration of
lower frequency. All this analysis is done by a single element called Wavelet. By
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definition, a wavelet is a small wave. Wavelets act as a windowing function that takes in
the signal and overlaps with the window. CWT is a series of wavelets employed to give
the multi resolution analysis. The width of the wavelet is called a scale. A scaling
function determines the width of the wavelet. The lesser the scale, the more compressed
is the wavelet which enables capturing of the rapidly changing details in the signal. This
concept is exploited to track the high and the low peaks to determine the ToBI elements
and the vowel sounds using the pitch and the formants information. In the following
chapters we shall explain in detail about our approach in estimating the ToBI and the
vowel sounds from the speech signal.
The use of signal processing helps to close the gaps and challenges left by its
predecessors in many ways. Firstly, it eliminates the need of huge computational
resources that are required for the system to train effectively. Secondly, the only data that
is required in this kind of system is the speech data unlike the systems such as Machine
learning, artificial neural networks were the systems need huge number of examples,
data, training set to ensure the system identifies the labels as accurately as possible. The
speech data is the only data we require to process the information. Multi-scale analysis
exploits the multi-resolution techniques [17] to view the prosodic signals at different
levels of granularity. Viewing signals at different levels enables the system to robustly
detect the ToBI labels directly from the speech signal. By using a simple multi-resolution
technique, we were able to overcome the hurdle of detecting and estimating ToBI and VT
from the speech signal. With minimal resources required and with the tools widely
available and cost effective along with robust estimation of the ToBI and VT from
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speech, one can bank on such a system to break the decade old problem of estimating
ToBI and VT from speech.
3.4 Signal Analysis after Signal Processing
This module imparts the design of the algorithms that helps in detection of the
ToBI and VT from the speech signal. Rule based techniques have been used in designing
the algorithms that would use the knowledge of the signal processing techniques to
decipher the tones and break indices from the respective prosodic constituents of the
speech signal. The detailed description of the algorithm will be explained in the next
consecutive chapter.
3.5 ToBI labels and the Vowel Triangle
ToBI is system to transcribe intonation patterns and prosodic manifestation of
spoken utterances [18]. A ToBI system for a language variety is grounded in careful
research on the intonation system and the relationship between intonation and the
prosodic structures of the language (e.g., tonally marked phrases and any smaller
prosodic constituents that are distinctively marked by other phonological means). The
classification of tones following the Tones and Break Indices[19] can be set out
diagrammatically as in the Tables 1 and 2, in which θ signifies theme, ρ signifies rheme,
‘+’ indicates +AGREED polarity, ‘.-‘ indicates -AGREED polarity, and [S] and [H]
denote speaker and hearer commitment, respectively [19].
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Table 1: The meanings of Pitch Accents
+

-

θ

L+H*

L*+H

ρ

H*, (H*+L) L*, (H+L*)

Table 2: The meanings of boundaries

[S]

L,L-L%,H-L%

[H]

H,H-H%,L-H%

Table 1 and 2 represents the Tone and Break Indices labels used to identify the
different prosodic cues in the speech signal. These labels will be directly detected from
the speech signal using the signal processing tools. Refer Appendix A for more
information on the ToBI labels.
Apart from the tones detected from the speech, vowels define how far the
particular word is stretched or intonated. Identification of vowels helps us in detecting
different intonations, duration of the intonation and type of vowels uttered in a word. To
enable the detection of the vowel sound from the speech signal, we have chosen
generalized American Vowel Triangle to disambiguate the vowels sounds from the given
speech signal. The Vowel triangle information along with the signal analysis of the
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speech signal is used to detect the vowel sounds from the speech signal. Unlike the ToBI
labels, that use pitch signal, vowel sounds use the formant information to estimate the
vowel sounds. Refer Chapter 10 for detailed information on the Vowel Triangle.
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Chapter 4
Proposed iLAST system
Speech is a highly complex structure that consists of hidden cues of emotions. It
is highly difficult to classify the emotions exhibited by the person by looking at the raw
format of the speech signal. To fully understand and decipher the variations and
intonations exhibited in speech, we need to disambiguate the speech signal into its
prosodic constituents. The prosodic constituents and their mapping to the solution space
to achieve the automated ToBI detection are depicted in the figure 5.

Figure 5: iLAST internal design

When the speech signal is disambiguated, we get two important prosodic
constituents: Pitch and Formant. The two prosodic constituents can be extracted from the
speech signal using the PRAAT software. The Pitch of the speech signal contains crucial
information about the intonation pattern and the related stress on particular words. By
looking at the raw information of the pitch signal, one cannot clearly state the difference
between the rising and falling of the pitch tones and the transition phases of the pitch
signal. Another important prosodic feature is the Formant. The formants represent the
articulators of the speech signal where the resonant frequencies are generated. These
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formants define the vowel sounds to be uttered. Different variations of the formant
signals give different vowel sounds. However, the raw format of the formant signals
doesn’t give us the idea about the variation in the frequency levels which are crucial to
the discovery of the vowel sounds. To get the detailed changes in the pitch and formants,
we need to scale up the signal to expose intricate changes in the signal. Such flexibility is
provided by the Continuous Wavelet Transform [17] that scales the signals exposing the
detailed changes in the signal. The following sections describe about the changes and its
related solutions to yield the desired output.
4.1 Scaling of Pitch
Pitch is one of the prosodic signals that are extracted from the speech using the
PRAAT software. Since the extracted pitch signal is of raw information, the signal has to
be analyzed before the estimation of the ToBI and the vowel sounds. We use a multiscale analysis to capture the intricate changes in the pitch signal.
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Figure 6: Continuous Wavelet Transform of the respective
Pitch signal.
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Note the respective changes captured by the CWT from the raw pitch signal in figure 6.
The sharp dark lines on the CWT shows the rapid changes in the analyzed pitch signal.
Notice at the time of 10 seconds, there is a long dark line that corresponds to the steep
rise of the pitch signal in the analyzed pitch signal. The sharp and abrupt changes in the
analyzed signal are depicted by the long dark lines, and the small intricate changes are
depicted by small dark variations in the CWT [17]. The CWT is formulated by:

where,

 Translation (location of the window)

 Scale of the wavelet
 Mother wavelet
The scale “a” represented on the y-axis of the CWT, gives us the width of the
wavelet signal applied at different points in time. The lesser the scale, the more the
frequency resolution will be, and poor will be the time resolution. The wider the scale,
the poorer the frequency resolution will be, and the better the time resolution. We have
chosen a scale of 172 points to have an average frequency resolution and the time
resolution. This gives us somewhat the global signal changes as well as the time at which
the changes are occurring. Since a wavelet is a small wave that acts as a window
function, all wavelets are derived from a single wavelet function called the mother
wavelet. Wavelets are generated by translating and scaling the mother wavelet. The
parameters “b” and “a” in the CWT equation determines the generation of the wavelets
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from the mother wavelet. In our work, we have used the ‘Coiflet’ wavelet for analyzing
the prosodic signals.
The rapid changes in the signal, captured by CWT from the analyzed pitch signal
needs to be processed further to attain a pattern of changes occurring in the signal. In
order to view the patterns in the signal, a zero crossing detector [20] has been used to
get the patterns out of the CWT. The zero crossings of the respective CWT of the
Analyzed pitch signal are shown below:
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Figure 7: Zero crossings of the pitch signal derived from the Continuous
Wave Transform of the pitch signal.

Figure 7 illustrates the zero crossings of the CWT of the pitch signal. From figure
7, we can clearly see the patterns of intricate and rapid changes in the signal being
detected by the CWT. This signal would be used to further our estimation of the ToBI
and the vowel sounds.
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The estimation of the tone labels from the tone inventory demands the knowledge
of the peaks present in the signal. The peaks determine how high the pitch signal is, in
order estimate the tone labels present in the tone inventory. To enhance the estimation,
peak detection algorithm has been used to capture the peaks present in the zero crossings
of the signal. The peak detection algorithm detects peaks only when there are minima’s to
the left and the right of the detected signal. In addition to the peaks, it also detects the
minima’s which is useful to estimate the tones in the tone inventory. The peaks detected
on the zero crossings of the signal are shown in figure 8.

Identification of Peaks in the Pitch
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Figure 8: Identification of peaks from the zero crossings of the
pitch signal.

Figure 8 depicts the peaks detected on the zero crossings of the pitch signal. The
red stars shown in the diagram are the peaks of the zero crossings. The green stars shown
in the figure 8 are the minima’s of the zero crossings of the signal. This peak information
will be used to detect the pitch tones that are present in the tone inventory.
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4.2 Formant
Formant signals are prosodic signals that resemble the resonant frequencies
derived from the F0 frequency. These frequencies originate with the change in the
articulators present in our mouth. Formant signals can be successfully extracted from
PRAAT similar to the extraction of the pitch signals. To analyze the formant frequencies,
a multi-scale analysis has been performed to yield the intricacies of the signal. The
formant signals extracted from the PRAAT and their respective CWT are illustrated.
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Figure 9: Continuous Wave Transform of the Formant 1 signal.
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Figure 10: Continuous Wave Transform of the Formant 2
signal.
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Figure 11: Continuous Wave Transform of the Formant 3 signal.
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Figures 9,10,11 give us the CWT of the analyzed formant signals. We have taken
formants F1, F2, F3 from the PRAAT software to perform the multi-scale analysis. To
get the patterns of intricacies from the CWT of the formant 1, 2, 3 signal, we apply the
zero crossing detector to capture the changes detected by the CWT on the analyzed
formant signals. The respective zero crossings of the formant frequencies are illustrated
defining the signals analyzed.
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Figure 12: Zero crossings of the Formant 1 signal from the
Continuous Wave Transform of Formant 1 signal.
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Figure 13: Zero crossings of the formant 2 signal using the
Continuous Wave transform of the formant 2 signal.
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Figure 14: Zero crossings of the formant 3 signal using the
Continuous Wave transform of the formant 3 signal.
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Figures 12, 13 and 14 give us the zero crossings of the CWT of the analyzed
formant signals which correspond to the detection of the intricacies in the formant
signals. These changes were absent in the analyzed formant signal. Using this
information, the vowel triangle is computed using the information of the formant signals
and the information from the Generalized American English vowel triangle to detect the
vowels present in the speech signal from the knowledge of the formant signals. The zero
crossings detector employed for capturing the changes detected by the CWT calculates
how many times a given input signal crosses a set of levels. The long dark lines on the
CWT represent the zero crossings. Using this knowledge, the patterns on the CWT can be
captured in the form of a signal thereby, enabling us to view the intricate changes taking
place in the signal. The captured changes from the CWT provide vital information on the
changes in the formants and the placement of the formant articulators. This provides
schematic view of how the vowels sounds are placed in the F1-F2 plane and the type of
vowel sounds uttered in the speech signal. In the following sections, we shall describe the
procedures used for estimation of the ToBI and the VT from the speech signal.
4.3 ToBI
In the previous section, we have described about the detection of the subtle
changes in the Pitch signal using the CWT. We shall now describe about how these subtle
changes can be used for estimating the ToBI directly from the speech signal. To
determine the tones from the speech signal, we need to have the metric defined for the
peaks detected on the zero crossings of the pitch signal. In the following paragraphs, we
shall describe about the detection procedure and the respective results obtained.
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The number of peaks detected from the zero crossings of the pitch signal are summed up
and averaged to yield a numerical value that acts as a threshold of the signal. Let’s mark
this threshold as

. The threshold

is defined as:

where,
 peaks at time index
n  no. of peaks
Now, the ratio between the sum of the peaks above
calculated. The sum of the peaks above

and below

to sum of the peaks below

can be represented as follows:

,
,
The ratio definition can be defined as follows:

The sum of peaks above
threshold called

is computed and the average of it is taken to get a new

. It is defined as:

where,
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are

 no. of peaks above
The ratio for the new threshold
peaks above

and below

is also computed which is called as

. The sum of the

can be computed as follows:
,
,

The

is defined as follows:

As the threshold increases, the ratio should decrease. This can be very well explained
with the help of a schematic diagram.
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Figure 15: Thresholds T1 and T2 being computed for identification of the ToBI
labels.
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Figure 15 depicts the ratios corresponding to

and

as

and

. We can see from

the figure 15 that as threshold increases, the number of peaks above the threshold
decreases. Therefore, the ratio’s corresponding to the thresholds decrease. The thresholds
are calculated to the point where the current ratio becomes greater than or equal to the
previous ratio. The thresholds

and

calculated will now be used in the estimation of

the tones from the tone inventory of the ToBI.
Table 3: Threshold levels corresponding to the pitch accents
Tones

Threshold levels

H*

Peaks above

L*+H & L+H*

Peaks in between
and

L*

Peaks below

.

Table 3 describes about the placement of the pitch accents with respect to the
thresholds

and

. Representation of the bi-tonal pitch accents are done by considering

the peaks that fall in between the thresholds

and

. Figure 15 can be used in

determining the phrase accents present in the tone inventory of the ToBI. The phrase
accents are determined in a similar manner as those determined for the pitch accents.
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Table 4: Threshold levels representing the phrase accents.
Phrase Accents

Threshold Levels

H-

Peaks (maximas)
above

L-

Peaks (minimas)
below

Table 4 describes the minimas of the peaks are the minimum values of the pitch
signal. These are represented as green stars in the figure 15. The red stars denote the
maximum value of the pitch signal at a particular time. The minimas represent the valleys
of the peaks (maximas). Therefore, the minimum value of the signal is first obtained for
computing the L- phrase accent. Once we obtain the phrase accent information, the bitonal phrase accents are computed which are represented in Table 5.
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Table 5: Bi-tonal phrase accents computed based on the preceding phrase accents
and pitch information.
Bi-tonal Phrase accents

Description

L-L%

Preceding phrase accents
with L- and continuous
decrease in the pitch signal.
Preceding phrase accent with

L-H%

L- and continuous rise in the
pitch signal
Preceding phrase accent with

H-H%

H- and continuous rise in the
pitch signal
Preceding phrase accent with

H-L%

H- and continuous fall in the
pitch signal

All these are taken only on the voiced part of the signal. The Voiced and the
unvoiced part of the signal are extracted from the speech signal using the PRAAT
software. Voiced part of the signal is necessary for the representation of the phrase accent
and the pitch accent respectively. Unvoiced part of the signal is necessary for the
representation of the break indices of the signal.
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Figure 16: Voiced and Unvoiced Parts of the speech signal. The areas representing 'V' are the voiced parts of the speech
signal and the areas representing 'U' are the unvoiced parts of the speech signal. The Voiced and unvoiced parts are
computed in PRAAT.

Figure 16 shows the voiced and unvoiced parts of the speech signal. The voiced
and unvoiced parts of the speech signal are computed using the PRAAT software. The
knowledge of the voiced and the unvoiced signal will be used in the estimation of the
break indices in the speech signal. The break indices of the signal are estimated based on
the phrase accents and the pitch accents of the detected are represented in Table 6.
Table 6: Break indices estimation in using the threshold information, voicedunvoiced parts of the speech signal and the bi-tonal phrase accents.
Break Indices

Description

1

Peaks above

2

Short unvoiced segments with
less than 2 ms

3

Unvoiced segments with greater
than 5ms

4

Presence of Bi-tonal phrase
accents
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Chapter 5
Observations
The rules described in Chapter 4 are used to decode the ToBI indices from the
speech signal. The American English speech database [21] that consists of 151 speech
samples are used in our Experiment Analysis. The speech database are annotated with
ToBI indices which makes it useful in our performance analysis to test the systems
accuracy in deciphering the required tones. The comparison is done using the Sensitivity
and Specificity [22] statistics which are categorized into four subparts:
True Positive (TP): denotes a hit if there is match between the annotated indices and
system detected indices.
True Negative (TN): denotes a correct rejection if there is no occurrence of indices in
the annotated section and in the system detected part.
False Positive (FP): denotes a false alarm if there are number of occurrences of indices
in the system detected console when there is no presence of indices in the annotated
section.
False Negative (FN): denotes a miss, if the number of occurrences present in the
annotated section have no match or have no detected indices in the system detected
console.
Sensitivity and specificity are statistical measures of the performance of a binary
classification test, also known in statistics as classification function. Sensitivity (also
called recall rate in some fields) measures the proportion of actual positives which are
correctly identified as such. Specificity measures the proportion of negatives which are
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correctly identified. These two measures are closely related to the concepts of type I and
type II errors [23].
Sensitivity which is also called as True Positive Rate (TPR) is defined as:

Specificity which is also called as True Negative Rate (TNR) is defined as:

The False Positive Rate is given as:

True Positive Rate determines the percentage of hits registered when both the
system detected indices and the annotated indices are compared. It gives a measure of
how well the system is able to detect and track the indices and tests the reliability of the
system.
False Positive Rate determines the percentage of false alarms registered when
both the system detected and annotated indices are compared. It gives a measure of how
much percentage of detections are made by the system when there are no indices present
in the annotated list. It tests how well the system is able to prune redundant data and
provide minimum FPR.
The Sensitivity or True Negative Rate (TNR) determines how well the system has
no detections of indices where there no presence of indices in the annotated list.
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5.1 Design of the Performance Evaluation metrics
The performance evaluation metrics are designed by using the ToBI indices
detected by our system and the indices which are provided by the annotated list using the
American English database. Figure 17 shows the graphical representation of the Tone
indices detected by our system and the tone indices provided by the annotated list.

System
detected
ToBI

Annotat
ed list of
ToBI

Figure 17: Graphical representation of System detected and
annotated list of ToBI indices.

To calculate the reliability of the system and its performance related to the
detection and tracking of ToBI Indices from the speech samples, we shall use the
Sensitivity and Specificity statistics to determine its relevance with respect to the
detection algorithms that the system relies on.
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To make this possible, we shall use the annotated list supplied by the database as
a reference standard in our performance measures and determine whether the system
detected labels provide any similarities with the annotated list to determine its robustness.
This criteria is established by taking into account each of the tone labels, phrase accents
and break indices to determine the sensitivity specificity statistics. A five milliseconds
window frame is taken to analyze each label from the annotated list with respect to time
with the labels detected by the system with respect to time to see any for a Hit, miss,
False Alarms and non-detection. This procedure repeats for each sample up to one
hundred and fifty one speech samples present in the database and the net statistics are
computed to determine the reliability measure.
The following section shows the net statistics on each of the labels for detection
and tracking measurements.
5.2 Net Statistics on the ToBI Indices
The sensitivity and the specificity statistics are used in our performance metrics to
determine the robustness of the system. In the following sub-sections, the performance
metrics shall be shown for each of the Tone labels, Phrase accents and Break Indices are
the net observations shall be discussed in detail.
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5.2.1 Net Statistics on Pitch Tones

The Sensitivity and the Specificity analysis were performed and the resultant
chart shows the statistics for the detection of Pitch Tones exhibited by the system.

Pitch Tones
58.85%
50.57%
41.15%

TPR

FPR

TNR

Figure 18: Net Statistics computed for Hits (TPR), False Alarms (FPR) and Correct
Rejections (TNR) for Pitch Tones.

Figure 18 shows the Net statistics computed for Pitch Tones that shows the
percentage of available hits (TPR), False Alarms (FPR) and Correct Rejections (TNR)
with respect to the annotated database. The percentage of hits registered for pitch tones is
of the order of 50.57%, False alarms is of 41.15% and Correct Rejections came out to be
58.85%. This represents that out of total number of tones present in the annotated
database and those detected by the system, only 50.57% of system detected tone labels
matched exactly with the list of labels provided by the annotated database. False Alarms
defined as the ones that are detected by the system as labels when there is no presence of
assigned label in annotated database accounted for 41.15%, which meant that the system
detected labels at places where the tone labels should not be present. Correct rejections
which are defined as the ones where the system made no detections at places where there
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is no presence of assigned tones in the annotated database accounted for 58.85%. The rest
of the classification can be attributed to wide variety of misses that the system
misclassified which can be accounted for 50% of misclassifications.
5.2.2 Net Statistics on Phrase Accents

The resultant statistics performed on Phrase Accents are shown in figure 19.

Phrase Accents
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32.25%

5.62%
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Figure 19: Net Statistics computed for Hits (TPR), False Alarms (FPR) and Correct
Rejections (TNR) for Phrase Accents.

Figure 19 shows the Net statistics computed for Phrase accents that shows the
percentage of available hits (TPR), False Alarms (FPR) and Correct Rejections (TNR)
with respect to the annotated database. The percentage of hits registered for phrase
accents is of the order of 32.25%, False alarms is of 5.62% and Correct Rejections came
out to be 94.38%. This represents that out of total number of phrases present in the
annotated database and those detected by the system, only 32.25% of system detected
tone labels matched exactly with the list of labels provided by the annotated database.
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False Alarms defined as the ones that are detected by the system as labels when there is
no presence of assigned label in annotated database accounted for 5.62%, which meant
that the system detected labels at places where the tone labels should not be present. This
suggests that the system has made very few errors over False Alarms and has successfully
avoided due to robust detection parameters. Correct rejections which are defined as the
ones where the system made no detections at places where there is no presence of
assigned tones in the annotated database accounted for 94.38%, an impressive figure that
shows the system hasn't made any unwanted detections. The reason for low percentage of
hits can be attributed to the increase in the number of misclassification of the phrasal
accents which can result in the system being confused with rules over detection of correct
labels. With less impressive TPR, the other parameters resemble the systems performance
with robustness.
5.2.3 Net Statistics on Break Indices

The statistics for Break Indices are illustrated defining the TPR, FPR and TNR.

Break Indices
96.42%

11.94%
TPR

3.58%
FPR

TNR

Figure 20: Net Statistics computed for Hits (TPR), False Alarms (FPR) and Correct
Rejections (TNR) for Break Indices.
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Figure 20 shows the Net statistics computed for Break indices that show the
percentage of available hits (TPR), False Alarms (FPR) and Correct Rejections (TNR)
with respect to the annotated database. The percentage of hits registered for break indices
is of the order of 11.94%, False alarms is of 3.58% and Correct Rejections came out to be
96.42%. This represents that out of total number of breaks present in the annotated
database and those detected by the system, only 11.94% of system detected break indices
match exactly with the list of labels provided by the annotated database. False Alarms
defined as the ones that are detected by the system as labels when there is no presence of
assigned label in annotated database accounted for 5.62%, which meant that the system
detected labels at places, where the tone labels should not be present. This suggests that
the system has made very few errors over False Alarms and has successfully avoided due
to robust detection parameters. Correct rejections that are defined as the ones where the
system made no detections at places where there is no presence of assigned tones in the
annotated database accounted for 96.42%, an impressive figure that shows the system
hasn't made any unwanted detections. The reason for low percentage of hits can be
attributed to the increase in the number of misclassification of the break indices that can
result in the system being confused with rules over detection of correct labels. The low
number of hits and the high number of misclassifications by the system needs to do with
the rules that were incorporated into the design, which shall be discussed in the next
section. With less impressive TPR, the other parameters resemble the systems
performance with robustness.
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5.3 Analysis of Observations
The net statistics calculated for Pitch Accents, Phrase Accents and Break Accents
all exhibit a common trend in the analysis: Low TPR which translates to low hits,
although TPR was relatively high for Pitch accents over the rest of the labels. The low
TPR signifies that the system has been making progressively larger misclassifications of
the labels. Apart from the misclassifications, the system is able to make up impressive
figures over the False alarms and correct rejections that establishes part of its
implementation. The low TPR's signify the system's inability to decipher the labels
correctly with respect to the annotated database. There can be a wide variety of factors
contributing the misclassifications arising over the rules. Part of this can be attributed to
the ambiguity of ToBI rules [24] where the most prominent labels get confused with one
another in detection process. Taking cues from this work, we have zeroed in over the
prosodic features that were considered for each labels. Over the examination of the labels
which were considered for ToBI identification, we found that pitch has been the only
prosodic feature that was considered for detection of Pitch accents, Phrase accents and
Break Indices with formant 1 being considered only for break indices. With relative
works that have cited over the ambiguities over the ToBI, we have come up with a plan to
track down which of the prosodic features effectively contribute towards the detection of
Pitch Accents, Phrase accents and Break Indices. The following chapter describes the
formulation of the solution and its relative contribution in detection of ToBI indices.
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Chapter 6
Co-analysis of Signals in determining Contributory Features
In the previous chapter we have found that relative robustness in detection of
ToBI from the speech signal has been mired with constant low TPR's and high
misclassifications leading the system to detect and track the ToBI incorrectly. With
several literature works citing the related ambiguities with the ToBI rules [25], we have
decided to dwell into observing trends of the various prosodic features and their relative
emphasis over the detection of the Tone and Break Indices. This was done by first
carefully collecting the time points at which the ToBI indices where present from the
annotated list and observing the trends exhibited by the various prosodic features over the
related ToBI labels of each speech sample. The values of the prosodic features are
obtained from the peaks information of the processed signal which are used in our
analysis. The trends of the prosodic features describe the various prosodic signals as
increasing, decreasing or staying flat over a definite time period. A window of five
milliseconds is taken into account over each label for better scrutiny of the features and
for identification of the cues of the trends exhibited. Each combination of trends are
given a co-analysis code [25] that resembles the defining the trend. A total of seven
prosodic features were considered for analyzing the trends in the signal which are as
follows: Pitch (P), Formant1 (F1), Formant2 (F2), Formant3 (F3), Intensity (I), Energy
(E), Power (Po). On a continuous time period, the trends of these prosodic features are
observed over a five milliseconds frame that translates to rising trend, falling trend and
no change trend analysis. Two features are considered at a time from a pool of seven
features for analyzing the change in the trend at any given time. The combinations of the
two features that are identified for trend analysis are shown in the following table.
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Table 7: List of combination features selected for the trend analysis.
Combinations
PF1
PF2

Related Features
Pitch, Formant1
Pitch, Formant2

PF3
PI
F1F2

Pitch, Formant3
Pitch, Intensity
Formant1, Formant2

F1F3

Formant1, Formant3

F1I

Formant1, Intensity

F2F3

Formant2, Formant3

F2I

Formant2, Intensity

F3I

Formant3, Intensity

For each of the combinations represented in table 7, a combination matrix is
generated representing two attributes that each carries three values. The combination
matrix generated for two-combination variable is as shown in table 8.
Table 8: Combination matrix generated with co-analysis codes capturing the trends
in the features.
Var1
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2

Var2
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2

Co-analysis Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Table 8 represents the trends in the signal that would be exhibited by the prosodic
features. The first two columns represents the trend, the third column represents a code
assigned to that trend. The digits present under the first two columns represent the trends
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in the signal. A digit '0' signifies a decreasing trend of the signal, '1' signifies the
increasing trend and '2' signifies no change in the signal. These changes in the trend are
then coded with a single digit which are given under the Co-analysis column. Take for
example, if we consider the feature combination of PF1 that represents Pitch and
Formant1 to be our two features, that substitute for Var1 and Var2, the decreasing trend
exhibited by both the Pitch and Formant1 represent the combination of '0 0' assigning a
co-analysis of code of '1' to the output for that particular label. Figure 21 depicts the
prosodic trends being captured over the labels.

1

Co-analysis Code

9

Figure 21: Graphical depiction of identifying trends in the
features captured by Co-analysis codes.
In the figure 21, two prosodic features were considered which are Pitch and
formant1. The pitch is represented in blue and formant1 is represented in red dots. At the
first tone label H*, the pitch and the formant1 are in a decreasing trend. The decreasing
trend in our combination matrix is represented as '0 0' which corresponds to the coanalysis code of '1'. Hence our output will be '1' at that time point. Similarly for the
second tone label H*, the pitch and the formant 1 are kind of staying flat, which is
represented as '2 2' that corresponds to the co-analysis code of '9' from the combination
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matrix. Hence the output will be given as '9' at that time instance. The output file will
only contain the co-analysis codes that describe the trend being set by the H* tones. This
similar process will be repeated for all the other tone labels, phrase accents and break
indices depicting only the condensed version of the trends (co-analysis codes). Table 9
shows the co-analysis codes for different feature combinations.

Table 9: Trends captured represented in the form of Co-analysis codes for all the
combinations for each of the ToBI Indices.
PF1

PF2 PF3 PI

F1F2 F1F3 F1Fi F2F3 F2I

F3I

2

3

6

5

2

2

5

8

9

3

3

7

5

6

2

9

1

4

7

8

1

1

2

2

5

5

7

8

9

3

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

5

7

2

7

4

4

2

8

8

4

Once we obtain all the trends of the remaining pitch tones, phrase accents and
break indices, we apply clustering algorithm to determine the major concentration of
trends exhibited by that particular tone and with different combinations of the features.
The clustering algorithm is applied to each of the ToBI indices to obtain the maximum
trends exhibited by each of the pitch tones, phrase accents and break indices for all the
feature combinations. K-means clustering [26] is used in our analysis to analyze the
clusters associated with different trends exhibited by each of the feature combinations of
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each Tone indices. Depending on the number of centroids, the clusters are formed
depicting their closest association with the centroid carried out by WEKA [27].
In our following analysis we shall see the visual aspects of the K-means clustering
depicting the centroids and the respective trends exhibited by each of the ToBI indices.
6.1 K-means clustering on ToBI Indices
The following analysis explains the K-means clustering.
6.1.1 Pitch Tones Clustering
6.1.1.1 H* Pitch tones

Table 10: Summary Statistics depicting the centroid information for each of the
combinations of the features for H*.
Cluster centroids
Cluster#
Attribute Full Data
0
1
(858)
(699) (159)
============================================
PF1
7.4534
8.4034 3.2767
PF2
7.4779
8.402
3.4151
PF3
7.4802
8.4149 3.3711
Pi
7.817
8.7597 3.673
F1F2
7.1457
7.196
6.9245
F1F3
7.148
7.2089 6.8805
F1i
7.4848
7.5536 7.1824
F2F3
7.2214
7.2046 7.2956
F2i
7.5583
7.5494 7.5975
F3i
7.5653
7.588
7.4654
Clustered Instances
0 699 ( 81%)
1 159 ( 19%)
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Figure 22: Visual depiction of the various trends and cluster information depicting the number of instances for each of
the feature combinations.

Figure 22 shows the K-means clustering computation using WEKA tool box.
Table 10 represents the summary statistics of the K-means clustering over the pitch tone
H* data which has computed the required centroids and has formed two major clusters
with respect to the calculated centroid information. The two major clusters are denoted in
blue and red in color. Cluster 0 consists of 699 instances from the data which are
represented in blue with centroid information for each of the prosodic combinations.
Cluster 1 consists of 159 instances from the data which are represented in red with
centroid information listed for each of the prosodic combinations. Figure 22 represents
the complete set of cluster arrangements spread over the axis with representations of
cluster 0 and 1 citing the number of instances that represented particular trends within the
cluster. Each of the prosodic combinations is listed depicting the clusters within the data
and the trends exhibited by number of instances. Considering the combination of Pitch
and formants (PF1, PF2, PF3), one can see that the maximum number of instances in
cluster 1 exhibit a trend of '3' which translates to '0 2' from the combination matrix that
represents a decrease in the pitch and no change in case of formants. Coming to the
cluster 1 which has the maximum representation of the data, we notice that the highest
trend exhibited is '9' that translates to '2 2' that represents no change in the signal. Since
there can be many reasons associated with the data over the detection of no change in the
signal, when the second highest instances are taken within the cluster 1 we notice that the
trend '8' contributes to the maximum info over the detection of H*, which translates to '2
1' that represents no change in Pitch and increase in formants.
Similarly, considering for Formants combination (F1F2, F1F3, F2F3), the
clustering is spread out with maximum percentage being occupied by the Cluster 1
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denoted in blue. The highest number of instances that exhibit a trend other than '9' is '3'
which translates to '0 2' that represents decrease in first feature and no change in the
second feature. When a combination of formants and intensity are considered, we find
that the trend '6' exhibits larger percentage of instances if trend '9' is sidelined, which
translates to '1 2' which signifies an increase trend in formant and no change in the
Intensity. Similar values exist in case of Pitch and Intensity.
Noting the above variations in the different combination prosodic features, we see
that with the spread of the cluster sizes and with the number of trends being spread
across, the overall centroid information when calculated for the maximum cluster size,
which is '1' represented in blue, we see that a trend '8' is being exhibited when taking the
mean of all the centroids. The most powerful features which have an impact over the
detection of H* turns out to be Formants in combination with Pitch where all the three
formants have tremendous influence over the detection process. The trend '8' for a
combination of Pitch and formants (PF1, PF2, PF3) signifies a no trend in Pitch, but with
increasing trends exhibited in formant1, formant2 and formant3. This establishes the fact
that the formants feature, in addition to Pitch, in making the robust detection of H*.
6.1.1.2: L* Pitch tones
Similar approach that has been used for determining the features that are
important for H* has been deployed in case of L* to find out which features contribute
information in making the detection of L* robust.
The following analysis shows the relative feature combinations influence over H*
over exhibiting trends that would define the occurrence of H*.
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Table 11: Summary Statistics depicting the centroid information for each of the
combinations of the features for L*.
Cluster centroids:
Cluster#
Attribute Full Data
0
1
(185)
(46) (139)
============================================
PF1
6.9784
3.0217 8.2878
PF2
7.0108
3.1304 8.295
PF3
6.973
3.087
8.259
Pi
7.2378
3.3261 8.5324
F1F2
7.0432
6.587
7.1942
F1F3
7.0054
6.5435 7.1583
F1i
7.8108
7.7174 7.8417
F2F3
7.1027
6.8696 7.1799
F2i
7.3676
7.1087 7.4532
F3i
7.2541
6.9783 7.3453
Clustered Instances
0
46 ( 25%)
1 139 ( 75%)

Table 11 represents the summary statistics of the K-means clustering of the L*
describing the resultant centroids on Full data for each of the combinations and centroids
of clusters 1 and 0 for each of the combinations of the feature. Out of 185 instances
present, 46 of the instances fall under cluster 0 that is represented in red and the other 139
instances fall in cluster 1 that is represented in blue. The average figure when computed
for all the combinations represents a trend '7', that translates to '2 0' which means no
change in trend for first variable and a decreasing trend for second variable. Figure 23
shows the clustering characteristics of the instances that are spread across for different
trends which are represented in blue and red graphs. The major portion of the cluster is
represented in red which consists of 139 instances having a majority of its allies. The
other portion represented in blue is spread across the graph citing the instances present in
the respective blue cluster.
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Figure 23: Visual depiction of the various trends and cluster information depicting the number of instances for each of
the feature combinations.

Considering the combinations of Pitch and formants (PF1, PF2, PF3), we see that
the respective centroids over the full data in figure 23 represent 6.97, 7.01 and 6.97 which
can be approximated to as trend 7 that represents '2 0' which means no reasonable impact
by the Pitch and a decreasing trend observed in the formants, respectively. Looking at the
respective figure 23 of different clusters of PF1, PF2 and PF3, we find that trend '7'
exhibits more number of instances which fall under the cluster 1 represented in red with
large number of instances. This signifies that cluster 1 represents a majority of the trends
that exhibits a decrease in the formants when combined along with the Pitch for the
analysis. Considering from the formants combination point of view (F1F2, F1F3, F2F3),
we find that the respective centroids rest at 7, setting a trend of '2 0' which results in no
change in one of the formants and a decrease on another formant. Figure 23 shows the
maximum instances support a trend of '7' that signifies a decrease in the formants. This
symbolizes that when formants are combined and analyzed, one of the formants take on
an act of influencing the other where they would have some effect over the detection
process. When Formants and Intensity are taken into account (F1I, F2I, F3I) with
centroid values consisting of 7.81, 7.36 and 7.25, that approximately makes it a mean of
7.4 which can be made to 7 to set the trend; we see that the intensity levels go down in
case of L* which signifies that intensity does play a role in detection of L*. With such
considerable evidence, citing several instances which continuously exhibit a trend of '7',
we can hereby establish that the features consisting of formant1, formant2, formant3 and
Intensity have tremendous impact over the decision of the L* apart from the pitch feature,
which has minimal impact as described in previous works.
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6.1.1.3 L+H* Pitch Bi-tonal tones
L+H* tones are analyzed for defining trends through K-means clustering that can
be shown from the following summary statistics procured from the WEKA clustering
tools.
Table 12: Summary Statistics depicting the centroid information for each of the
combinations of the features for L+H*.
Cluster centroids:
Cluster#
Attribute Full Data
0
1
(221)
(39)
(182)
============================================
PF1
7.5204
3.2051
8.4451
PF2
7.4525
2.9487
8.4176
PF3
7.5158
3
8.4835
Pi
7.8281
3.5641
8.7418
F1F2
7.2489
6.4872
7.4121
F1F3
7.3122
6.5385
7.478
F1i
7.6244
7.1026
7.7363
F2F3
7.1086
5.7692
7.3956
F2i
0
0
0
F3i
7.6109
6.4872
7.8516
Clustered Instance
0
39 ( 18%)
1 182 ( 82%)

Table 12 depicts the different centroid values calculated for different
combinations for features and the number of clusters identified by the K-means
algorithm. We observe that the algorithm gives out two clusters that represent the data
with centroid values calculated for each of the combinations. Cluster 1 designated in red,
represents the highest number of instances with 82% contributing to the cluster. Cluster
0, designated in blue, represents around 39 instances with 18% of instances contributing
towards the cluster.
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Figure 24: Visual depiction of the various trends and cluster information depicting the number of instances for each of
the feature combinations.

Figure 24 depicts the different clusters holding the data that are spread across the
trends present in the data. When the combination of Pitch and formants are considered,
according to the summary statistics, there are two different centroids being shown by the
cluster 1 and 0 with respect to the data in which cluster 0 has a centroid of mean of 3 and
the cluster 1 has a centroid of mean of 8. Looking at figure 28 that depicts the clusters
graphically, most of the instances are grouped under cluster 1 depicting the large number
of instances with the trend 8 that translates to '2 1', meaning no change in Pitch and an
increase in the trend of formants. This establishes the fact that formants control the
decoding aspect of L+H*. Similarly when a combination of Formants and Intensity (F1I,
F2I, F3I) are considered, large number of instances report a trend of '8' that translates to
'2 1' that represents a no change of trend in the formants and a increasing trend exhibited
by the Intensity. Similarly for Pitch and Intensity combination, a trend of '8' has surfaced
in the findings representing a rise in the trend of Intensity. Apart from the summary
statistics, the graphical representation of the clusters gives us, in detail, perspective on
which of the trends do exhibit more emphasis on detection mechanisms. Intensity has no
impact over the detection of the L+H* which validates the assumptions. The rise of a
signal from low to high with the tone emphasis on H* has to do with the formants
representation that give sharp accents for the tones giving rise to bi-tonal accents. These
bi-tonal accents have several complicated features and those are preserved in the higher
order of formants. Given these findings, we hereby establish that the increase in the trend
exhibited by Formants and Pitch contribute to the robust detection of L+H* from the
speech signal using the prosodic features of formants along with Pitch.
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6.1.1.4 L*+H Pitch Bi-tonal tones
The summary statistics derived from the K-means clustering analysis from
WEKA analysis is explained in detail.
Table 13: Summary Statistics depicting the centroid information for each of the
combinations of the features for L*+H.
Cluster centroids:
Cluster#
Attribute Full Data
0
1
(24)
(15)
(9)
============================================
PF1
7.4583
8
6.5556
PF2
7.625
7.8
7.3333
PF3
7.4583
8.3333
6
Pi
8.0417
8.2667
7.6667
F1F2
6.5
7.2
5.3333
F1F3
6.3333
7.7333
4
F1i
7.25
6.6
8.3333
F2F3
6.8333
7.1333
6.3333
F2i
7.4167
7.0667
8
F3i
6.9167
8.6667
4
Clustered Instances
0 15 ( 63%)
1
9 ( 38%)

The Table 13 shows the summary statistics of the K-means clustering depicting
different cluster and their respective centroids with respect to the combination features
listed. Over this data, we find that a small database exists with only 24 instances listing
the presence of L*+H in our 151 speech samples which signifies the minimal usage of
this tone. Out of 24 instances, 15 instances fall under Cluster 0 which is denoted in blue
and 9 instances in cluster 1 represented in red. Unlike in other tones, we find that there
are huge variances in the centroid positions of different combinations of features. While
the combination feature of Pitch and formants (PF1, PF2, PF3) have a centroid position
of 7.3 that makes it to a trend '7', the position references for formants combination turn
out
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Figure 25: Visual depiction of the various trends and cluster information depicting the number of instances for each of
the feature combinations.

to be trending in '6'. The respective can be further performed when we have a look at the
various graphical representations of the clusters.
From Table 13, we see that for a combination of pitch and formant (PF1, PF2,
PF3), we find that the mean centroid comes out to be a trend of '7' that translates to '2 0'
that signifies no change in the pitch but a decrease in formant values. The same
representation holds true when we check with the figure 25 that holds graphical
representation of the clusters and their relative spread depicting the trends that the
instances display. Coming to the formants combination (F1F2, F1F3 and F2F3) we find
that for F1F2 and F1F3 the centroid mean comes out to be 6 that translates to a trend of '1
2' signifying increase in formant1 and no change in formant2 and 3 respectively. This
establishes the relation with the graphical phase that outlines a flat curve of blue contour
dominating the plots. For F2F3 combination we find the centroid to rest on 6.833, which
can be made to trend '7' that translates to '2 0' making it with no change in formant2 and a
decrease in formant3 signal. This signifies that formant1 and formant3 have an effect
over the detection of L*+H bi-tonal accent. Analyzing the intensity relationship from
feature combinations such as Pitch and Intensity (PI) and formants and intensity (F1I,
F2I, F3I), we find that PI has a centroid of 8.0417 that corresponds to trend of '8'
translating to '2 1' that represents no change in pitch but an increasing trend on the
Intensity. For formants and intensity, a trend of '7' has been discovered that translates it to
'2 0' which makes it a decrease in intensity. Since the boundary between the decision of
increasing and decreasing of intensity remains fuzzy, we look at the graphical plots that
signify the changes. From the graphical plots, we analyze that the intensity changes can
be changed to the trend of '7' since the graphs of F1I, F2I and F3I support the dominant
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instances from '7'. This translates to a decrease in intensity that confirms with the
analysis. Thus over the decision of finding the features that contribute towards the robust
detection of the L*+H, we find that the formants F1, F3 and Intensity contribute towards
its detection mechanism that holds our analysis.
6.1.2 Phrase Accents Clustering
With the decrease in number of hits produces and high misclassifications, we find
that a careful analysis over the phrase accents needs to be carried out to spot the features
that improve the detection accuracy of the phrase accents from the given signal
information. The following analysis gives us the required features that make contribution
towards the detection of the phrase accents through K-means clustering.
6.1.2.1 L- Phrase Accents
The summary statistics derived from K-means clustering using WEKA is explained in
detail.
Table 14: Summary Statistics depicting the centroid information for each of the
combinations of the features for L-.
Cluster centroids:
Cluster#
Attribute Full Data
0
1
(264)
(171)
(93)
============================================
PF1
7.678
8.5848 6.0108
PF2
7.7121
8.7661
5.7742
PF3
7.7121
8.6316
6.0215
Pi
7.9053
8.6901
6.4624
F1F2
7.2917
8.152
5.7097
F1F3
7.2917
8.0175
5.957
F1i
8.1023
8.2573
7.8172
F2F3
7.3939
8.5614
5.2473
F2i
7.5871
8.6199
5.6882
F3i
7.5871
8.2164
6.4301
Clustered Instances
0 171 ( 65%)
1
93 ( 35%)
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Figure 26: Visual depiction of the various trends and cluster information depicting the number of instances for each of
the feature combinations.

Figure 26 describes the clustering of the trends analyzed for L- phrase accent.
Table 14 represents the summary statistics depicting the number of clusters and the
related combination of features highlighting centroid information for each of the
combination features. The data is classified into two categories cluster 0 and cluster 1.
Cluster 0 represented in blue consists of 171 instances dominating the data with cluster 1
represented in red consisting of 91 instances. The combinations consisting of Pitch and
formants (PF1, PF2, PF3) consist of the centroids with 7.5 that represent a trend of '7' that
depicts a no change in the trend of pitch and a decrease trend exhibited by the formants.
The formants combinations (F1F2, F1F3) depict the centroid information of '7', which
also represents decrease in formants information. Considering the Pitch and Intensity
combination (PI), we see that the centroid information turns out to be '8' that translates to
'2 1' that signifies no change in trend of pitch and an increase in trend for intensity. The
graphical plots support the summary statistics with maximum instances being portrayed
for a particular trend which is supportive to the centroid information found in the
summary statistics. Coming to F3I combination the centroid information notes at 7.5 that
makes it out to the trend '7' that translates to '2 0' which represents no change in the trend
of formant3 and a decrease in the trend on Intensity. These decrease in the trends
analyzed establish the given trend of low phrase accents where there is a dip in the
frequency. This signifies that the formants F1, F2, F3 and Intensity make an impact on
the L- phrase accent. With the above findings, we hereby establish that the F1, F2, F3 and
Intensity contribute to the robust detection of L- phrase accents from the speech signal.
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6.1.2.2 H- Phrase Accents
The summary statistics for the H- phrase accents is explained in detail.
Table 15: Summary Statistics depicting the centroid information for each of the
combinations of the features for H-.
Cluster centroids:
Cluster#
Attribute Full Data
0
1
(74)
(13)
(61)
============================================
PF1
7.7973
4.8462 8.4262
PF2
7.7162
4.0769 8.4918
PF3
7.6757
4.3077 8.3934
Pi
8.1757
5.2308 8.8033
F1F2
7.3514
6.3846 7.5574
F1F3
7.3108
6.6154 7.459
F1i
7.7432
7.6923 7.7541
F2F3
7.0676
4.3077 7.6557
F2i
7.5676
5.2308 8.0656
F3i
7.4459
5.9231 7.7705
Clustered Instances
0 13 ( 18%)
1 61 ( 82%)

The statistics for the L- phrase accents are shown in Table 15. The K-means
clustering algorithm has classified the data into clusters representing cluster 0 and cluster
1. Cluster 0 has the minimal subset comprising of 13 instances that comprises of 18% of
the data that is represented in blue. Cluster 1 has the maximum subset comprising of 61
instances that comprises of 82% of the data represented in red. The summary statistics list
all the centroids of each feature combinations for the complete data as well as for the
respective clusters. The centroids of the respective feature combination turn out be
around7.5 that roughly translates to the trend '7' hitting with the respective formations of
'2 0' that represents a no change in trend for the first variable in combination and a
decreasing trend for the second variable in the combination.
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Figure 27: Visual depiction of the various trends and cluster information depicting the number of instances for each of
the feature combinations.

Figure 27 shows the complete representation of the clusters in red and blue over
the data giving us an insight into the trends displayed by the number of instances that
gives us the observations over the data. The summary statistics show that for a
combination of Pitch and formants (PF1, PF2, PF3), we find that the centroid information
for these respective combinations can be approximated calculated to 7.7, which can be
roughly translated to the trend '8' that represents the combination of '2 1' which states no
change in the trend of pitch and an increase in the trend of formants F1, F2 and F3. This
state is confirmed by the analysis of the graphical plots depicted in the figure 27 for PF1,
PF2 and PF3, where over maximum number of instances contribute towards the trend '8'
that signifies the established observations. Looking into the combination features of
formants (F1F2, F1F3 and F2F3), we observe that centroid information on these
combinations turn out to be 7 that established the trend of '7' which makes to the
combination matrix of table 8 representing '2 0', which signifies that there is no change in
the trend of first formants and a decrease in trend of second formants when two formants
interact. Analyzing over the combination features over Intensity with Pitch and Intensity
which sets the centroid position to 8.17 that can be written as a trend '8' translating it to
the combination matrix representing '2 1' signifying an increase in the intensity, which is
established by the graphical plots, in the same manner as in the summary statistics, with
the maximum instances recording the trend of '8'. Similarly for the combination of
formants and intensity (F1I, F2I, F3I) we find that the respective centroids settle at 7.6
which can be made to '8' setting of a trend of '2 1' that translates to no change over
formants and an increase in the intensity curve over the detection of the H- phrase accent.
With the following observations made, we can hereby establish that the formants
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information and intensity, all exhibiting increasing trends, have a contribution in robust
detection of H- phrase accents that can be used in our design.
6.1.2.3 L-H% Phrase accents
The summary statistics of the K-means clustering for L-H% Phrase accents is
explained in detail.
Table 16: Summary Statistics depicting the centroid information for each of the
combinations of the features for L-H%.
Cluster centroids:
Cluster#
Attribute Full Data
0
1
(114)
(71)
(43)
============================================
PF1
7.5263
8
6.7442
PF2
7.6579
7.9577 7.1628
PF3
7.4386
7.5211 7.3023
Pi
8.0965
8.0563 8.1628
F1F2
6.8158
8.6761 3.7442
F1F3
6.5965
8.2394 3.8837
F1i
8.0526
8.1549 7.8837
F2F3
6.9912
8.1127 5.1395
F2i
7.6491
8.6479
6
F3i
6.9912 7.338
6.4186
Clustered Instances
0
71 ( 62%)
1
43 ( 38%)

Table 16 defines the respective summary statistics for L-H% phrase accent. The
K-means clustering gives us two respective clusters 0 and 1 depicting the centroid
information for each of the feature combinations. Cluster 0 consists of 71 instances
containing about 62% of the respective data represented in blue, whereas Cluster 1
consists of 43 instances containing about 38% of the data represented in red. The
graphical plots show the clusters' information and their respective trends that the
instances display that gives
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Figure 28: Visual depiction of the various trends and cluster information depicting the number of instances for each of
the feature combinations.

which features contribute towards the robust detection of the L-H% phrase accent. Figure
32 shows the graphical representation of the cluster plots.
Figure 28 shows the graphical plots of the respective clusters and the instances
depicting the respective trends which are contributing towards the robust detection of the
L-H% phrase accents. Considering the feature combinations such as Pitch and formants
(PF1, PF2, PF3), we find that the centroid information for these respective features turn
out to be 7.6 that can be set to the trend of '8' that translates to '2 1' which signifies a no
change in the trend for Pitch and an increase in the trend for formants F1, F2 and F3. The
graphical plots support the above trend wherein around 25 instances support the trend 8
for PF1, 19 for PF2 and 32 for PF3. Considering for formants combinations (F1F2, F1F3
and F2F3), the centroid information turns out to 7 signifying the trend '7' which translates
to '2 0' that shows a no change in the first formants and a decrease in the second formants.
This is established by the graphical plots which depict the maximum instances
representing the trend. There are 68 instances that support the trend 8 for F1F2, 55
instances for F1F3 and 57 instances for F2F3. For the feature combinations of Pitch and
Intensity (PI), we find that the centroid information comes out to be 8 setting the trend to
be '8' that translates to '2 1' which means increase in intensity at the boundary tones. 94
instances show in support for trend 8 for PI. For formants and intensity combinations
(F1I, F2I, F3I), we find that the centroid information represent 8.1 that sets a trend of '8'
translating it to '2 1' signifying the increase in intensity. From the graphical plots, 88
instances for F1I, 80 instances for F2I and 68 instances for F3I shown in support. With
the following observations, we hereby declare that the formants and intensity contribute
towards the detection of L-H% phrase accents and in the detection of the boundary tones.
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6.1.2.4 H-L% Phrase Accents
The summary statistics for the H-L% is explained in detail.
Table 17:Summary Statistics depicting the centroid information for each of the
combinations of the features for H-L%.
Cluster centroids:
Cluster#
Attribute Full Data
0
1
(35)
(26)
(9)
============================================
PF1
7.8
8.7692
5
PF2
7.7429 8.6154 5.2222
PF3
7.7429 8.6154 5.2222
Pi
8.0571
9
5.3333
F1F2
7.9143 7.9231 7.8889
F1F3
8
8.0769 7.7778
F1i
7.9714 8.3077
7
F2F3
7.8286 7.6154 8.4444
F2i
8.0571 7.8462 8.6667
F3i
8.3143 8.3077 8.3333
Clustered Instances
0 26 ( 74%)
1
9 ( 26%)

Table 17 defines the respective summary statistics of the K-means clustering for
H-L% phrase accents. The K-means clustering algorithm gives out two clusters
consisting of instances defining trends that go around the centroid information. There are
a total of 35 instances and two clusters that are cluster 0 and cluster 1. Cluster 0 consists
of 26 instances that represent 74% of the data represented in blue and Cluster 1 consists
of 9 instances that represent 26% of the data in red. The centroid information for each of
the feature combinations are listed for full dataset as well as for each of the clusters. The
centroid information for each of the feature combination. In this case most of the
centroids fall within 7.7, with few exceptions to some of them. The cluster 0 and cluster 1
hold most of the similar centroids except in case of Pitch and formants combination
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Figure 29: Visual depiction of the various trends and cluster information depicting the number of instances for each of
the feature combinations.

where they represent different information. Figure 33 depicts the graphical plots of the
different clusters.
Figure 29 shows the graphical plots of different combination features depicting
clusters in each of the feature combinations and the respective trends which the
maximum number of instances supports. Considering the feature combinations of Pitch
and formants (PF1, PF2, PF3), we find that the respective centroid position comes out to
be 7.7 which summarizes to the trend '8' translating it to '2 1' combination that represents
no trends detected in pitch but increasing trends detected in formants F1, F2, F3. The
graphical plots do support the same conclusions with dark blue boxes highlighting the
maximum number of instances supporting the respective trend. There are about 24
instances that support the trend '8' in PF1, 23 in PF2 and 23 in PF3. Considering for the
formants feature combination (F1F2, F1F3 and F2F3), we find that the centroid
information is placed at 8, which again resembles a trend of '2 1' which means there is a
rise in the formants trends over the detection of H-L%. The same is supported by the
graphical plots wherein the 27 instances in F1F2 support the trend '8', 29 instances in
F1F3 support the trend '8' and 27 instances in F2F3 support the trend '8'. For feature
formations such as Pitch and Intensity which has centroid of 8.05, it matches to the trend
of '8' that has the intensity trend being increased in lieu for detection of H-L%. About 26
instances support the trend '8' which establishes the centroid information. For features of
formants and intensity we find that the same repeats with increase in intensity. This fact
is established by the respective graphical plots of formants F1I, F2I and F3I wherein 28
instances in F1I support the trend 8, 27 in F2I and 29 in F3I. With these observations and
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classifications, we hereby establish that the formants F1, F2, F3 and Intensity all play an
important role in detecting the presence of H-L%.
6.1.3 Break Indices clustering
Break Indices by far have been worst in their hits and had high misclassifications
which were a cause of concern. Although the False Alarms were much lower which is a
good sign, nevertheless there has been huge misclassifications by the system over the
detection of the break indices and very few number of hits which can be corrected by
identifying which features contribute towards the successful decoding of the breaks
indices.
6.1.3.1 Break indices '1'
The summary statistics performed over the break indices '1' is explained in detail.
Table 18: Summary Statistics depicting the centroid information for each of the
combinations of the features for 1.
Cluster centroids:
Cluster#
Attribute Full Data
0
1
(727)
(512) (215)
============================================
PF1
7.1664
8.5273 3.9256
PF2
7.1637
8.5352 3.8977
PF3
7.1444
8.4844 3.9535
Pi
7.5158
8.8926 4.2372
F1F2
7.11
7.1172 7.093
F1F3
7.0908
7.0664 7.1488
F1i
7.8638
7.9336 7.6977
F2F3
7.0825
7.0898 7.0651
F2i
7.4539
7.498
7.3488
F3i
7.3961
7.3457 7.5163
Clustered Instances
0 512 ( 70%)
1 215 ( 30%)
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Figure 30: Visual depiction of the various trends and cluster information depicting the number of instances for each of
the feature combinations.

Table 18 shows the respective clusters created by the K-means algorithm with the
help of WEKA toolbox. Each of the feature combinations consist of the centroid
information and Cluster 0 consists of 512 instances which are 70% of the data and cluster
1 consists of 215 instances that are 30% of the data out of the total of 727 instances.
Figure 33 shows the graphical representation of clusters and instances.
Figure 30 shows the graphical plots of the each of the feature combinations
representing the various trends, with number of instances supporting the trends. Cluster 0
is presented in blue, with the dominant cluster consisting of large number of instances.
Cluster 1 is presented in red, consisting of minimal number of instances, which makes up
30% of the data. Considering the Pitch and the formants combination (PF1, PF2, PF3),
we find that the centroid information comes out to be around 7.1 which roughly translates
to the trend '7' that makes the combination of '2 0' which represents no change in the pitch
but a change in the trend of formants with decreasing mobility. The respective plots
representing in blue tell us the required instances that support the trend '7'. There are over
83 instances that support the trend '7' in PF1, 80 instances in PF2 and 94 instances in PF3.
The large number of instances supporting 9 have to be outnumbered since there might be
instances when the trends calculated might have missed the window mark, which seems
to point it out as trend zone. The centroids information calculated truly represents the
changes in trends and the instances that support it. Considering for the formants
combination (F1F2, F1F3 and F2F3), we notice that the centroid moves to 7.1 making the
trend to be '7' that translates to '2 0' which means a decreasing trend in the second
formants that characterizes the detection of the break indices 1. The graphical plots
support this information with the instances turning up to support the occurrence of the
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trend. 75 instances support the trend '7' for F1F2, 85 instances for F1F3 and 65 instances
for F2F3. The pitch and intensity combination (PI) represents a 7.5 centroid that can be
made to the trend '8' that translates to '2 1' that signifies an increase in intensity for the
detection of the break indices. The graphical plot supports the same. The cluster
representation for Formants and intensity differs widely from that of graphical plots and
that of the centroid information from the summary statistic. Trend '3' is shown in string
for F1I that translates to '0 2' that means a decrease in formants and no change in
intensity. For F2I and F3I, the trend '3' is decided against the presence of centroid
information which means that several of the instances excluding the trend '9' support the
trend '3' over a set with identifiable trend patterns. With respect to several observations
made, we hereby state that the decreasing trend of formants and and increase in intensity
contribute towards the detection of the break indices 1.
6.1.3.2 Break Indices 2
The following summary statistics by the K-means clustering is explained in detail.
Table 19: Summary Statistics depicting the centroid information for each of the
combinations of the features for 2.
Cluster centroids:
Cluster#
Attribute Full Data
0
1
(32)
(28)
(4)
============================================
PF1
8.0625
8.6786
3.75
PF2
8
8.75
2.75
PF3
7.8438
8.4286
3.75
Pi
8.3438
9
3.75
F1F2
7.8125
7.7857
8
F1F3
7.6563
7.4643
9
F1i
8.0625
8.0357
8.25
F2F3
7.4688
7.6786
6
F2i
7.9688
8.25
6
F3i
7.5
7.2857
9
Clustered Instances
0 28 ( 88%)
1
4 ( 13%)
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Figure 31: Visual depiction of the various trends and cluster information depicting the number of instances for each of
the feature combinations.

Figure 31 shows the graphical representation of the K-means clustering of
different trends exhibited where the number of instances supports the occurrence of the
trend in a given cluster. Cluster 0 consists of 28 instances which cover approximately
88% of the given data, represented in blue, and Cluster 1 consists of 4 instances only
representing 13% of the given data that is represented in red. The centroid information
for each of the feature combinations are depicted in the summary statistics. The feature
combination of pitch and formants (PF1, PF2, PF3) consist of the centroid information of
8 that represents a trend '8' that translates to '2 1' representing an increase in the trend of
formants F1, F2 and F3 in combination with pitch. The graphical plots add support to the
trend analysis citing maximum instances. There are about 25 instances that support the
trend 8 in PF1, 28 instances in PF2 and 22 instances in PF3. Considering the formants
combination (F1F2, F1F3 and F2F3), we find that F1F2 and F1F3 give the centroid
information around 7.8 depicting the trend to be '8' that translates to '2 1' on the
combination matrix that means the formants have an increasing trend, such as F2 and F3,
over the detection of the break indices 2. The graphical plots also depict the maximum
number of instances that support the trend. Around 26 instances in both F1F2 and F2F3
support the trend 8, 24 instances support the trend 8 in F2F3. Considering the
combination of Pitch and Intensity (PI), the centroid information gives out 8.3 which
matches to the trend '8' which signifies that the intensity depicts an increasing trend over
the complete detection of the break indices. Over 28 instances support the trend 8. The
formants and intensity combination represents a trend of '8' that stands with increasing
trend in intensity. The trend 8 is supported by maximum number of instances that comes
out to be 24 instances in case of F1I, 24 instances in case of F2I and 22 instances in case
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of F3I. In view of these observations, we hereby establish that the formants F1, F2, F3
and intensity have information that would have an impact over the detection of the break
indices 2.
6.1.3.3 Break Indices 3
The summary statistics of K-means clustering by WEKA for Break Indices 3 is
explained in detail.
Table 20: Summary Statistics depicting the centroid information for each of the
combinations of the features for 3.
Cluster centroids:
Cluster#
Attribute Full Data
0
1
(75)
(54)
(21)
============================================
PF1
7.4267
8.7037 4.1429
PF2
7.2
8.463
3.9524
PF3
7.2533
8.4259 4.2381
Pi
7.6133
8.8519 4.4286
F1F2
7.44
7.5741 7.0952
F1F3
7.4933
7.537
7.381
F1i
7.9867
8.1111 7.6667
F2F3
6.6933
6.6667 6.7619
F2i
7.1733
7.2407
7
F3i
7.3333
7.1296 7.8571

Clustered Instances
0 54 ( 72%)
1 21 ( 28%)

Table 20 depicts the summary statistics explaining the cluster information and the
related centroid information for each of the feature combinations present. The K-means
clustering has established two clusters representing cluster 0 and 1. Cluster 0 represents
54 instances that comprises of 72% of the data and Cluster 1 represents 21 instances that
comprises of 28% of the data. The centroid information is represented in each of the
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Figure 32: Visual depiction of the various trends and cluster information depicting the number of instances for each of
the feature combinations.

clusters, and the full data giving an intrinsic view of the trends analyzed. Cluster 0 is
represented in blue, the dominant of all the clusters and Cluster 1 is represented in red
consisting of minimal subset.
Figure 32 shows the graphical plots of various feature combinations consisting of
different clusters and the instances that support the trends exhibited. Looking at Table 20
and selecting the pitch and formants for the observation (PF1, PF2, PF3), we find that the
centroid information places at 7.2 which can be made it to trend '7' that translates to '2 0'
from the combination matrix indicating that there is a decrease in the trend over the
formants representation in detection of the break indices 3. The graphical plots also
support the required instances that give for majority in support for the trend '7'. Around
13 instances contributed towards the trend '7' for PF1 combination feature, 16 instances
contributed towards the trend '7' for PF2 combination feature and 19 instances
contributed towards the trend '7' for PF3. Considering the formants combination (F1F2,
F1F3 and F2F3), we find that for F1F2 and F1 F3 the centroid information comes around
7.3 that can be implied as a trend '7' that translates to '2 0' indicating there is a decrease in
the trend of formants F2 and F3. For the formant combination F2F3, the centroid
information rests at 6.6 that can be represented as trend '7', indicating the decrease in the
formant values. The same is supported in the graphical plots, citing the number of
instances that support for the trend '7'. Considering the Pitch and Intensity combinations
(PI), the centroid information shows 7.6 that can be translated to the trend '8', translating
it to '2 1' which signifies an increase in the trend of intensity in detection of the break
indices 3. The graphical plots show the increase in the number of instances of the
respective trends. 13 instances show in support for the trend '7'. The formants and the
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intensity combination (F1I, F2I, F3I), F2I and F3I have a centroid that resembles the
trend '7' bringing in a decrease in the intensity trend. F1I reported the centroid as 7.9 that
can be indicated to the trend '8' that signifies '2 1', which means an increase in the
intensity trend over the detection of the break indices 3. The graphical plots signify the
complete support of instances over the trend. In view of these observations, we hereby
establish that the decreasing trends in formants and an increasing trend in intensity
contribute information over the detection of the Break Indices 3.
6.1.3.4 Break Indices 4
The summary statistic for the K-means clustering using WEKA for break indices
4 is explained in detail.
Table 21: Summary Statistics depicting the centroid information for each of the
combinations of the features for 4.
Cluster centroids:
Cluster#
Attribute Full Data
0
1
(180)
(126)
(54)
============================================
PF1
8.0111
8.4762 6.9259
PF2
7.9556
8.5635 6.537
PF3
7.95
8.4127 6.8704
Pi
8.3167
8.6111 7.6296
F1F2
7.5222
8.5159 5.2037
F1F3
7.5167
8.3651 5.537
F1i
8.2111
8.2222 8.1852
F2F3
7.35
8.627
4.3704
F2i
7.7167
8.8254 5.1296
F3i
7.7
8.373
6.1296
Clustered Instances
0 126 ( 70%)
1
54 ( 30%)
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Figure 33: Visual depiction of the various trends and cluster information depicting the number of instances for each of
the feature combinations.

Table 21 denotes the summary statistics of the K-means clustering over the
different feature combinations with respect to the clusters. The centroid information is
depicted for each of the feature combinations for each of the clusters and for the full date.
There are over 180 instances in total and cluster 0 represents 126 instances and cluster 1
represents 54 instances. Cluster 0 is represented in blue that depicts over 70% of the data
and cluster 1 is represented in red that depicts over 54% of the data.
Figure 33 depicts the complete graphical plots of the respective feature
combinations representing the cluster sizes and the respective information over the trends
that the instances support. Considering Pitch and formants combination (PF1, PF2, PF3),
we find that the centroid information comes out to be around 8.1, which sets the trend to
'8' that translates to '2 1' that signifies a no change in the trend of pitch and a change in
trend that represents an increase in the formants during the presence of break indices 4.
The required observations are supported by the respective graphical plots. Over 18
instances support the trend '8' in PF1 and 21 instances support in each for PF2 and PF3,
respectively. Considering the formants combination (F1F2, F1F3 and F2F3), we find that
the centroid information turns out to be 7.5 that makes it to the trend '8' that signifies the
combination code of '2 1' that states that the formants have an increasing trend with the
other citing no change. The graphical plots describe such occurrence with the instances
showing around 13 instances in support for trend '8' for F1F2, 15 instances for F1F3 and
31 instances for F2F3. Considering the pitch and intensity and formants intensity (PI, F1I,
F2I F3I), we find that the centroids turn up at '8' setting the codes to '2 1' that states an
increase in the intensity. The graphical plots support with the instances discovered for
each of the feature combinations citing the trends associated with it. With the given
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observations established, we hereby state that the increase in formants and intensity
contribute towards the detection of the break indices 4.
6.2 Analysis of the Results of K-means clustering
In the previous sections we have seen the observations over the information that
the prosodic features would provide in classification of our ToBI indices. In this section
we shall summarize the effects of each prosodic feature derived from observations over
the detection of the ToBI indices that can be used for our understanding over the usage of
the rules along with the observations that were discovered.
Table 22: Summarization of trend changes observed for each of the features for
Pitch Tones.
Pitch
Formant1
Formant2
Formant3
Intensity
Pitch
Tones

H*

L*

L+H* L*+H

Table 23: Summarization of trend changes observed for each of the features for
Phrase Accents.
Pitch
Formant1
Formant2
Formant3
Intensity
Phrase
Tones

L-

H-
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L-H%

H-L%

Table 24: Summarization of trend changes observed for each of the features for
Break Indices.
Pitch
Formant1
Formant2
Formant3
Intensity
Break
Indices

1

2

3

4

Tables 22, 23 and 24 summarize the trends in observed for each of the ToBI
indices. From these observations derived out of K-means clustering, we find that apart
from the Pitch, other features such as formants F1, F2, F3 and Intensity contribute
towards the detection of the ToBI indices from the speech signal. In the literary works
that we mentioned and the rules that we used in building our system to detect the labels
automatically from the speech signal, only single feature Pitch has been proposed as a
dominant prosodic feature capable of holding most of the information about ToBI
indices. From our extensive observations that we have carried out, we found that not only
Pitch but other features such as formants and intensity have tremendous information that
can be used along with the established rules of ToBI for robust automation of the system.
In our next chapter we shall carry out the performance metrics to determine its robustness
in detection of ToBI indices with the usage of trends discovered in our analysis.
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Chapter 7
Results
In the previous chapter, we have analyzed the trends in the respective formants
and have summarized them for each of the ToBI indices to give a representation of the
impact that the prosodic features would have on the detection of the ToBI indices. We
have gone through the entire analysis of the signal to find out which prosodic features
contribute towards the robust detection of the ToBI Indices. In this chapter we shall now
apply those trends to verify its accuracy of how well the trends are able to correctly
decode the ToBI Indices. We shall see the analysis and the respective observations
carried out to showcase the respective TPR, FPR and TNR to demonstrate the required
test results.
7.1 Capturing Trends in Prosodic Features
In this section, we shall describe about the respective performance metrics used
and describe the procedures employed that lead to the specific conclusions. This section
would highlight the robustness that these trends would deliver in predicting the ToBI
Indices.
The respective trends in the prosodic features are captured from the speech signal
over the respective ToBI indices are individually analyzed apart from the feature
combinations taken in the previous section. Each prosodic feature exhibits three such
values that are 0, 1 and 2 that represents the trend changes in the signal. The numeric '0'
represents a downward trend in the prosodic feature, '1' represents an increase in the trend
of the prosodic feature and '2' represents a no change of trend in the prosodic feature.
Table 25 demonstrates the respective trends captured from each of the prosodic features.
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The prosodic features selected from the previous analysis were Pitch, Formant1,
Formant2, Formant3 and Intensity respectively.
Table 25: Trends Captured for each Prosodic feature which are represented by Coanalysis code.
Pitch

CoFormant1 Formant2 Formant3 Intensity analysis
Code

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

2

3

0

0

0

1

0

4

0

0

0

1

1

5

0

0

0

1

2

6

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

2

2

2

2

243

The trend analysis has been captured from each prosodic feature rather than from
the feature combination set to verify the analysis we have made over the trends. The coanalysis codes for the respective trend formations are shown in the table 25 which would
be used against comparison purposes to compute the sensitivity and specificity statistics.
In the following sections, we shall compute the required performance metrics for the
ToBI Indices grouped under Pitch Tones, Phrase Accents and Break Indices. The
required Sensitivity and the Specificity statistics will be calculated to verify our findings.
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7.2 Performance Evaluation of Pitch Tones
The respective combination table would be used as a benchmark to look up for
different trends through the use of co-analysis code. The trends are captured for each of
the five prosodic features and are compared with the combination table 25 to look up for
the respective co-analysis codes. These co-analysis codes are recorded in separate excel
files and are stored with the respective ToBI Indices. For example, considering the trends
being captured for the pitch tone H* for all the 151 speech samples, the combination table
25 is used to gather the respective co-analysis code which is then stored as a series of
codes in a separate spreadsheet giving the respective trends information. This is similarly
repeated for L*, L+H* and L*+H where the co-analysis codes are stored in separate
spreadsheets for each of the pitch tones. These co-analysis codes are later grouped under
one file representing the pitch tones. The Table 26 shows the representation of the tones
co-analysis codes represented on a single spreadsheet.
Table 26: Co-analysis codes representing the trends for each tone labels grouped
under a single file for K-means clustering.
H*

L*

L+H*

L*+H

51

234

241

243

243

225

128

234

192

27

171

243

75

159

189

243

123

162

243

189

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Table 26 represents the tones grouped under a single file for applying K-means
clustering algorithm from WEKA toolbox. The respective summary statistics on
application of K-means clustering is illustrated in Table 27.
Table 27: Summary Statistics of K-means clustering applied on the data represented
in Table 26.

Cluster centroids:
Cluster#
Attribute Full Data
0
1
(857)
(710)
(147)
============================================
H*
196.3069 220.5423 79.2517
L*
184.1905 184.7312 181.5789
L*+H
191.375
191.1799 192.3172
L+H*
196.9182 196.7322 197.8163

Clustered Instances
0 710 ( 83%)
1 147 ( 17%)

From the previous chapters the respective trends captured for each tone labels are
represented in table 28 along with the co-analysis code taken from the combination table
25.
Table 28: Co-analysis codes represented for each Tone label.
Pitch
Formant1
Formant2
Formant3
Intensity
Pitch
Tones
Coanalysis
Code

H*

L*

204

163
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L+H* L*+H
203

193
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Figure 34: Visualization of clustered data for the Pitch tones data.

From Table 27, that describes the summary statistics of the data of K-means
clustering, the centroid information for the tone H* is 196.03 which turns to the coanalysis code of 196 for the H*. From the Analysis table 28, the co-analysis code is 204
for H*. This shows that there is a small deviation from the predicted codes but thankfully
not large which supports our analysis. Now looking at the precise information for
representing the co-analysis code with the number of instances that can be derived from
the figure 34, we see that the predicted code of 196 has 96 instances in support whereas
our actual analyzed code of 204 has a support of 86 instances. Similarly if we look for the
L*, we find that the predicted code from the summary statistics comes out to be 184 that
has 17 instances in support, whereas for the actual analyzed code of 163 has 18 instances
in support. This can be seen for L+H* and L*+H where there are similar differences of
actual and predicted codes where the actual analyzed codes for L+H* is 203 with
predicted as 197 and for L*+H, the actual analyzed code is 193 with the predicted as 191.
The number of instances for the actual codes for all the tones are taken as Hits (TP: True
Positive) and the predicted codes for all the tones are taken as Miss (FN: False Negative).
The True Negative which represents Correct rejection is calculated by taking the total
number of time points in all of 151 speech samples and subtracting it with the number of
detected tones at time points that gives us a true representation of the correct rejection,
which means no detection of tone indices has taken place at that point of time. For
calculation of False Alarms (FP: False Positive), that characterizes the detection of
indices when there is no actual presence of indices are calculated by taking the sum of the
indices in each pitch tones, excluding the hits and misses to get the respective figure for
False Alarms.
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For more calculations that are detailed refer Appendix C.
The respective Sensitivity and Specificity Statistics are represented graphically in
the figure 35.

Pitch Tones
98.11%

48%

1.80%
TPR

FPR

TNR

Figure 35: Sensitivity and Specificity Statistics for Pitch Tones.
Figure 35 represents the Sensitivity and Specificity statistics characteristics of the
Pitch tones. We note that there is tremendous improvement over the net reduction of false
alarms and increase in the correct rejections (TNR). The only commonality observed in
our previous observations and current results is over the detection of hits which remains
the same approximately at 48%. This tells us that there are still some misclassifications
present over our observed analysis but a tremendous decrease in False alarms that
eliminates most of the errors in the system. To overcome the misclassifications, we have
included a plan in our future work that would explain how it would be done.
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7.3 Performance Evaluation of Phrase Accents
Similar approach is being used for the computation of the phrase accents by
combining all the detected trends represented by the co-analysis codes into a single file
that represents Table 29.
Table 29: Co-analysis codes representing the trends for each tone labels grouped
under a single file for K-means clustering.
L-

H-

L-H%

H-L%

243

240

243

243

171

243

243

243

243

237

204

105

228

144

237

243

80

243

75

240

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Table 29 represents the phrase accents grouped under a single file for applying Kmeans clustering algorithm from WEKA toolbox. The respective codes under each tone
label comprise of the co-analysis codes wherein each code represents a trend that can be
look up in the combination table 25 to gather respective information on the trend changes
for each prosodic feature. The respective summary statistics on application of K-means
clustering on data is shown in Table 30.
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Table 30: Summary Statistics of K-means clustering applied on the data represented
in Table 29.
Cluster centroids:
Cluster#
Full Data
0
1
(264)
(205)
(59)
============================================
L1
200.8598 227.7707 107.3559
H1
203.6081 204.449 200.6864
L-H1
197.1754 195.6126 202.6057
H-L1
207.0857 207.0167 207.3254
Attribute

Clustered Instances
0
205 ( 78%)
1
59 ( 22%)

From the previous chapters the respective trends captured for each tone labels are
represented in table 31 along with the co-analysis code taken from the combination table
25.
Table 31: Co-analysis codes represented for each Phrase Accents.
Pitch
Formant1
Formant2
Formant3
Intensity
Phrase
Tones
Coanalysis
Codes

L-

H-

L-H%

H-L%

163

203

218

203

96

97

.

Figure 36: Visualization of clustered data for the Phrase Accents data.

From Table 30, that describes the summary statistics of the data of K-means
clustering, the centroid information for the tone L- (L1) is 200.8 which turns to the coanalysis code of 201 for the L-. From the Analysis table 31, the co-analysis code is 163
for L-. This shows that there is a small deviation from the predicted codes but thankfully
not large which supports our analysis. Now looking at the precise information for
representing the co-analysis code with the number of instances that can be derived from
the figure 36, we see that the predicted code of 201 has 37 instances in support that tallies
with the analyzed code of 163 with 37 instances. This signifies that there are similar
instances supporting both the analyzed and the predicted codes. Similarly if we look for
the H-, we find that the predicted code from the summary statistics comes out to be 204
that has 9 instances in support, that again tallies with the analyzed code of 203 that has 9
instances of support. This suggests the respective match between our analyzed and the
predicted codes that gains a hit. For L-H% and H-L% phrase accents we observe some
differences in support of the instances as well as in the co-analysis codes where there are
similar differences of actual and predicted codes where the actual analyzed codes for LH% is 218 with predicted as 197 and for H-L%, the actual analyzed code is 203 with the
predicted as 207. The number of instances for the actual codes for all the phrase accents
are taken as Hits (TP: True Positive) and the predicted codes for all the tones are taken as
Miss (FN: False Negative). The True Negative which represents Correct rejection is
calculated by taking the total number of time points in all of 151 speech samples and
subtracting it with the number of detected tones at time points that gives us a true
representation of the correct rejection, which means no detection of tone indices has
taken place at that point of time. For calculation of False Alarms (FP: False Positive), that
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characterizes the detection of indices when there is no actual presence of indices are
calculated by taking the sum of the indices in each pitch tones, excluding the hits and
misses to get the respective figure for False Alarms. For more calculations that are
detailed refer Appendix C.
The respective Specificity and Sensitivity statistics are depicted graphically which
are illustrated.

Phrase Accents
99.40%
86%

0.50%
TPR

FPR

TNR

Figure 37: Specificity and Sensitivity Statistics for Phrase Accents

Figure 37 represents the Sensitivity and Specificity characteristics of the Phrase
accents. We note that TPR has registered an 86% hits in detection of phrase accents from
the speech signal up from 32.25% registered from our previous observations of our
sensitivity and specificity statistics of our iLAST system. There is also a drop registered
in the FPR from 5.62% to 0.50 % which is an improvement over our previous systems.
This suggests that the number of False Alarms have reduced dramatically signifying that
the respective features have a powerful impact over the detection of the phrase accents
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from the speech signal. The TNR registered 99.40% of correct rejections that signify that
the system made no detections at places where there were no presence of indices, up from
94.38% signifying an increase in the correct rejections. This proves that the present
trends analyzed for each prosodic feature are helping in robust detection of ToBI indices.
7.4 Performance Evaluation of Break Indices
The prosodic features of each break indices are analyzed for trends that are
captured by the co-analysis codes which are grouped under a single spreadsheet that is
illustrated in detail.
Table 32: Co-analysis codes representing the trends for each Break Indices grouped
under a single file for K-means clustering.
1

2

3

4

107

243

240

231

234

243

243

171

207

210

231

183

147

216

171

243

144

63

228

243

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Table 32 represents the phrase accents grouped under a single file for applying Kmeans clustering algorithm from WEKA toolbox.
The respective summary statistics on application of K-means clustering on data is
illustrated in Table 33.
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Table 33: Summary Statistics of K-means clustering applied on the data represented
in Table 32
Cluster centroids:
Cluster#
Full Data
0
1
(727)
(554)
(173)
============================================
1
187.1389
219.1787 84.5376
2
214.5938
214.9124 213.5733
3
193.88
193.4869 195.1387
4
210.8667
211.6519 208.3522
Attribute

Clustered Instances
0
1

554 ( 76%)
173 ( 24%)

From the previous chapters the respective trends captured for each tone labels are
represented in table 34 along with the co-analysis code taken from the combination table.
Table 34: Co-analysis codes represented for each Break Indices.
Pitch
Formant1
Formant2
Formant3
Intensity
Break
Indices
Coanalysis
Code

1

2

3

4

164

203

218

203

101

102

.

Figure 38: Visualization of clustered data for the Break Indices data.

From Table 33, that describes the summary statistics of the data of K-means
clustering, the centroid information for the break indice '1' is 187. From the Analysis
table 34, the co-analysis code is 164 for '1'. The notable difference between the centroid
information that represents the co-analysis code (predicted code) and the analyzed code
(actual code) is of very small that establishes our accuracy over the trend analysis. Now
looking at the precise information for representing the co-analysis code with the number
of instances that can be derived from the figure 38, we see that the predicted code of 187
has 80 instances in support whereas our actual analyzed code of 164 has a support of 61
instances. Similarly if we look for the break indices '2', we find that the predicted code
from the summary statistics comes out to be 214 that has 4 instances in support, whereas
for the actual analyzed code of 203 has 4 instances that exactly match with equal number
of instances supporting for each of the codes. Considering for the break indices '3', the
predicted code of 194 has 3 instances in support whereas the analyzed co-analysis code of
218 has 44 instances in support. For break indices '4', there are 17 instances in support for
211 predicted code and 17 instances in support of 203 actual code. The number of
instances for the actual codes for all the tones are taken as Hits (TP: True Positive) and
the predicted codes for all the tones are taken as Miss (FN: False Negative). The True
Negative which represents Correct rejection is calculated by taking the total number of
time points in all of 151 speech samples and subtracting it with the number of detected
tones at time points that gives us a true representation of the correct rejection, which
means no detection of tone indices has taken place at that point of time. For calculation of
False Alarms (FP: False Positive), that characterizes the detection of indices when there
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is no actual presence of indices are calculated by taking the sum of the indices in each
pitch tones, excluding the hits and misses to get the respective figure for False Alarms.
For more calculations that are detailed refer Appendix C.
The respective Sensitivity and Specificity Statistics are represented graphically in
figure 39.

Break Indices
98.50%

64%

1.40%
TPR

FPR

TNR

Figure 39: Specificity and Sensitivity Statistics for Break Indices.

Figure 39 represents the Sensitivity and Specificity of the Break Indices. From the
figure 39, we note that there has been tremendous improvement over the number of hits
(TPR) registering 64% increase from 11.94% from our previous observations. This
signifies that the current patterns observed from the analysis over the prosodic features
tend to give more robust detection of break indices over the system detected break
indices. There has been also a decrease in the False alarms from 3.58% to 1.40% that
shows a significant improvement over eradication of error detection. Good figure has
been registered for TNR which is 98.5% and increase from 96.42% that indicates the
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system is able to make no detection in places where there should be no detection. This
suggests that there is a good improvement over our analysis of trends on prosodic feature
that contribute to the robust detection of break indices.
7.5 Summarization of Performance Evaluation
The above sections tell us the remarkable improvement achieved with our trend
analysis experiment that has lead us to the robust detection of ToBI indices. The below
graph summarizes the resultant improvement over the previous statistics over robust
detection.

Pitch Tones
iLAST System detected

Co-analysis codes used in capturing trends

58.85%

TNR

FPR

TPR

98.11%
41.15%
1.80%
50.57%
48%

Figure 40: Performance Comparison between the System detected and the Trend
Analysis statistics for Pitch Tones.
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Phrase Accents
iLAST System detected

Co-analysis codes used in capturing trends

94.38%

TNR

FPR

99.40%
5.62%
0.50%
32.25%

TPR

86%

Figure 41: Performance Comparison between the System detected and the Trend
Analysis statistics for Phrase Accents.

Break Indices
iLAST System detected

Co-analysis codes used in capturing trends

96.42%

TNR

FPR

TPR

98.50%
3.58%
1.40%
11.94%
64%

Figure 42: Performance Comparison between the System detected and the Trend
Analysis statistics for Break Indices.
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The Trend analysis represents the observations made on capturing trends of each
prosodic features and using co-analysis technique to map the respective trends to obtain
suitable information over the impact of prosodic features over the ToBI indices. The
respective graphs outline the systems capability to detect ToBI and proves its robustness
with identification of vital prosodic features that contribute towards the successful
detection of labels with minimum errors in the detection process. This enables us to move
forward to design a system that can virtually decode and track the labels with utmost
precision.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
The aim of this research has been fulfilled with the design of the iLAST system
that enabled to us to design a complete robust system capable of detecting the ToBI
labels directly from the speech signal. The respective analysis have been carried out and
results published indicating the incompleteness of the rules and subsequent measures
taken to counter the effects with the introduction of the trend analysis by the co-analysis
codes. The set of linguistic rules were applied to detect the ToBI labels from the speech
signal. Due to the incompleteness of the rules and subsequent ambiguities in the ToBI
framework, Co-analysis of signals concept was bought in to capture the trend of the
different prosodic features and select those features that make an impact over the
detection of the labels. We have seen that not all features contribute towards the
successful disambiguation of the labels and each label had different set of prosodic
features with different trends that provide vital information. We have also seen that the
respective linguistic rules designed were of incomplete in nature as several works have
cited its ambiguity of rules related to the detection of the labels. K-means clustering
provided us with much needed information over the specific trends that were more
contributing to the detection of the prosodic labels. The co-analysis of the signal concept
helped to track the required trends and store these trends for further analysis. With Coanalysis of signals concept, we were able to show tremendous improvements over the
detection process of the labels that lead us to fill the gap in the ToBI rules and use it in
our proposed iLAST system for further improvements.
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Chapter 9
Discussions
The focus of this research includes a systematic development of a robust system
capable of detecting ToBI indices directly from speech signal. Several literature works
have highlighted the detection of ToBI indices from the Text but has not really made any
breakthrough innovations by considering speech signal for the purpose. Text can be of
huge data and requires corpus for training and testing the data. In case of speech, only a
speech signal is required to decode the entire labels using Multiscale signal analysis and
using the trend information of the prosodic signals to help in robust detection of the ToBI
indices.
A lot of things have gone into the system with progression of time due to various
challenges faced in understanding the speech signal. The first step was gathering speech
samples and looking for different intonation patterns in the speech that would be used as
a benchmark in decoding several of pronunciation patterns in the speech. But looking at
the raw information of the speech signal and tracking for intonation was a daunting task
as it was very difficult to judge the start and end of phrases, pauses, gaps in the speech.
Brooding over the initial difficulties, and with consequent research we found that
prosodic and acoustic features contain vital cues over the subsequent intonation patterns
of the speech signal. In short, these prosodic features were kind of hidden information in
the raw speech signal that hold the fundamentals of the speech signal. With subsequent
information over the prosody and acoustic features, we were now left with whole array of
information but with no proper rules to extract the knowledge out of the information to
cater to our needs. With consequent pondering over the research, we came up with a set
of linguistic rules that would help us in giving structure to our information helping us to
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extract vital cues of intonation from the prosodic and acoustic feature. These linguistic
rules came to be known as ToBI. But there was one drawback over these findings. The
ToBI rules were officially written to detect labels from text and reconstruct the pitch
information from those labels. Text was used as a source of information to identify labels
with ToBI rules and construct the pitch information out of these labels. We employed a
reverse engineering technique wherein we take speech signal as our source, decode the
prosody and acoustic information and the detect labels using the ToBI rules, and use
these labels to develop several applications. This consequent knowledge lead us to the
development of iLAST system and the linguistic rules were embedded into the iLAST
system with the help of Multi scale analysis and other algorithms that lead to the
development of the system.
Before employing multi-scale techniques, usage of ToBI rules over the prosody
information was kind of difficult as there was a lack of information over the related
subtle changes in the signal which would render the rules to be useless. The Theory of
multi-resolution enabled this change as it could capture the very minute changes in the
signal. This lead us to further progress in our building capabilities with making full use of
ToBI rules and creating a system that could detect the labels directly from the speech
signal.
The proposed iLAST system was finally designed and then progressed to the
testing phase to test its performance levels. We found several results to be quite
surprising as the system was making wrong detections at wrong places. This made us to
rethink our strategy over the usage of ToBI rules and made us again to go back to the
drawing board and ponder over the research to find if there were any discrepancies
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detected in our rules. It has been found that there were several ambiguities with the ToBI
rules over the detection of labels which was confusing the system over the detection
procedure. Citing some deficiencies in the ToBI rules, we started diving deep into the
exploration to track the respective trend changes in the prosodic signals and code it using
the co-analysis coding technique. This technique proved useful to track the trend changes
in the several prosodic signals and enabled us to select important features that provide
vital information over the detection of each label. When the respective analysis was done
and verified we found a remarkable improvement in respective performance over TPR,
FPR and TNR that enabled us to use these observed trends in our iLAST system for
robust detection of labels.
In our future work, we would be merging the set of linguistic rules and the trends
discovered to further boost the performance metrics in identifying the labels.
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Future Work
The resultant analysis has proven that the respective changes in the trends
captured in the several prosodic features give important information over the detection of
the ToBI indices. To further improve our detection process, we would be merging our
system detected rules along with the trend analysis observations to further boost our TPR
ratings and robust detection mechanisms. Figure 43 highlights the process of
improvement.

Robust iLAST
system that
results upon
merging of ToBI
basic rules and
Trend Analysis

Figure 43: Future iLAST system merging the current ToBI rules with the observed
Trend Analysis.
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Figure 43 summarizes the resultant system that would be designed based on our
findings to make it the most sought after system that could be used in wide array of
applications in detecting emotions from speech, representation of Vowel triangle,
detecting and tracking the pronunciation patterns in the young children, detecting early
symptoms in child over the speech pathological diseases etc. With several applications in
benefit this system stands a promising chance to assist in several advanced technologies.
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Chapter 10
Applications
The design of an automated system iLAST has lead to a wide variety of
applications. This is in part due to the simplicity of the ToBI rules and the design of an
automated system to detect the Tones, breaks indices from the speech signal, it has found
itself to be useful to in finding of the emotions and also the design of a Vowel Triangle
detection that could be useful in detection of the vowel sounds that the child emits and
informs the system to automatically and track the pronunciation patterns in the vowel
sounds of child's speech. In this chapter we shall discuss about the Vowel Triangle
implementation using the Multi-scale analysis technique employed in iLAST System.
10.1 Vowel Triangle Detection and Design
Vowel triangle (VT) is a schematic arrangement of the vowel sounds on a two
dimensional F1-F2 plane [15]. The vowel sounds are represented on a two dimensional
plane with respect to the formant frequencies of the F1 and F2. These formant
frequencies are produced when the F1, F2 articulators present in our mouth are modified
to produce certain resonant frequencies that map to certain vowel sounds [28]. The shape
of the vowel triangle varies with different dialects within the same language. In order to
illustrate American English spoken in the United States, we have chosen the General
American Vowel triangle that gives a trapezoidal form of the placement of the vowel
sounds on an F1-F2 plane. The schematic representation of the Vowel triangle is as
shown in figure 44.
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Figure 44: American Vowel Triangle
The vowel sounds represented in the white boxes correspond to the male vocalic
vowel sounds and the vowel sounds represented in the dark filled circles are the female
vocalic vowel sounds. This information will be used in our work to successfully
disambiguate the vowel sounds from the prosodic formants of F1, F2. The vowel sounds
give us the stress related patterns occurring in speech which would be very useful to
identify the prominence given to a particular word and the related intonation occurring.
Also, the detection of the vowel sounds will aid in understanding of the vowel sounds and
under what circumstances that enables the user to provide stress on the vowels to
generate the appropriate intonation. This also helps in the pronunciation patterns in the
young children. The identification of the vowel sounds and their related stress would
have huge applications that would enhance certain technologies such as the smart
learning technologies [29], assistive technologies for elderly and disabled, etc. We shall
describe in the following sections the detection of the
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10.1.1 Formulation of the Problem
The vowel sounds play an important role in conveying the stress patterns in the
speech signal. Vowel sounds are primary points in the speech signal where the stress and
the intonation patterns are most likely to be present. The vowel sound utterance defines
how the articulators were modified to produce the stress. As the vowel sounds give us
ample information on the relative stress and intonation pattern, the detection of the vowel
sounds becomes a priority. In our work, we shall describe about the detection of the
vowel sounds from the speech signal using the vowel triangle information incorporated
by the Multi scale analysis.
The Multi scale analysis of the formant signals provide the intricate changes
happening in the analyzed formant signal. The formant signals (F1, F2) are all analyzed
using the multi-scale analysis. Once the CWT of the raw formant signals are taken, zero
crossing detector is used to detect the intricate changes taking place in the signals. The
formant signals with the respective peaks for F1, F2 and F3 are illustrated in figure 45.
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Figure 45: Identification of peaks from the zero crossing signal of Formant 1.
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Figure 45 represents the zero crossings of the CWT of the analyzed formant 1
signal. The red stars represent the peaks of the signal and the green stars represent the
minimas of the signal.
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Figure 46: Identification of Peaks from the zero crossings of the
formant 2 signal.
Identification of Peaks in the Formant 3
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Figure 47: Identification of Peaks from the zero crossings of the
formant 3 signal.
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Figures 45, 46 and 47 reflect the changes detected in the formant signals. These
changes will be used in the detection of the Vowel sounds from the speech signal
directly.
Formants F1 and F2 will be used in the representation of the vowel sounds.
Specific frequencies of F1 and F2 will lead to the representation of the vowel sounds on
the F1-F2 plane. By comparing various F1, F2 frequencies we have come up with the
vowel triangle formation with the help of the Generalized American English Vowel
Triangle. The vowel triangle computed looks similar to the one in the figure 44. The
simulated American Vowel triangle shown in figure 48 resembles closely to the one
shown in figure 44 of the generalized American triangle highlighting the formants 1 and
2 frequencies on its axis.
Vowel Triangle for Teachers utterance
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Figure 48: Vowel Triangle representing the placement of the vowel
sounds detected from the speech signal.
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10.1.2 Results
Using the knowledge of the above vowel triangle where different formant
frequencies are shown on the scale, we have computed the vowel triangle from the
students' and the teachers' utterances. The vowel triangle of the students' utterance is
illustrated in figure 49.
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Figure 49: Vowel Triangle of Student

The students' vowel triangle is shown in the figure 49. The spikes seen on the
plane are the vowel sounds present and the shape of these spikes represents a vowel
triangle. The red triangle superimposed on the vowel triangle is to represent the vowel
triangle formed from these spikes. The teachers’ vowel triangle is also computed from the
teachers' utterance as shown in figure 50.
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Vowel Triangle for Teachers utterance
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Figure 50: Vowel Triangle of Teacher.

From figure 49 and 50, we can visually see the vowel triangle difference. This difference
can be visually computed to give us the closeness of the vowel triangle of the teachers and the
students’ vowel triangle. The difference of the vowel triangle computed is shown in figure 51.
Vowel Triangle difference for student and teacher
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Figure 51: Vowel Triangle different of Teachers and students utterance.
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The vowel triangle difference of the teachers and the students is shown in figure 51. The
blue short spikes show the exact math of the students’ and the teachers’ vowel triangle. The
remaining spikes with large magnitude show the mismatched vowel sounds from the students' and
the teachers’ utterance. This gives us the number of matched vowel sounds of the students’ with
that of the teachers’ vowel sounds. Figure 52 shows the number of matched vowels sounds and
number of unmatched vowel sounds.
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Figure 52: The number of matched and unmatched Vowel sounds.
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The Unique elements show the matched and the unmatched elements. The ‘2’ represents
the matched number of vowel sounds and the numbers ‘5’ and ‘7’ represent the unmatched vowel
sounds. The number of matched vowel sounds comes around 28 vowel sounds being matched
between the student and the teacher. The rest of the vowel sounds are unmatched. This gives us
how close the child’s vowel sounds are with that with the teachers’ vowel sounds.
This vowel detections can be used to detect the intonation patterns as to where the child
intonates more in an utterance and which vowel sounds are stressed. Based on this. we can judge
the relevant context in which the child is intonating and from the very intonation we can infer
whether the child is reading right or whether there is any problem in the understanding of the
paragraph. Using this knowledge, we can even detect the high pitch and low pitch thereby
marking the ToBI labels. This idea can be expanded in more detail for the robust detection of the
ToBI indices.

The algorithm for the vowel triangle has been designed indigenously from the
formant knowledge. The formants were extracted from the Praat and were deployed in
MATLAB. The wavelet transform is taken for the formants and the zero crossing detector
is applied to get the rapid changes in the signal. The values of the rapid changes in the
signal are taken and the resultant formant frequencies values are captured which are then
used on a comparison basis to yield the vowel triangle.
The Vowel sounds automatic display of the annotation below the prosodic signal in
PRAAT has been implemented. Figure 53 represents the vowel sounds across time duration.
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Figure 53: Automated Detection of Vowel sounds in speech signal using the Vowel triangle information.

The vowel sounds were detected using the wavelet transform and the vowel triangle to
extract the vowel sounds from the prosodic features. Both PRAAT and MATLAB were used in
conjunction to make the automatic detection of the vowel sounds possible. This mechanism
would be extremely useful for educational environments were automated systems deployed to
correct the early pronunciations in the children.
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Appendix
A. ToBI
The tone labels that designate specific F0 configurations on stressed syllables or
syllables at the margins of the intonation phrase are taken from the tone inventory of the
Tones and Break indices (ToBI) as represented in the Table 35 and Table 36. In terms of
the tone inventory labels of the ToBI, the θ represents the bi-tonal pitch accents; ρ
represents both the bi-tonal and individual pitch accents that signify the fall of intonation;
[S] and [H] represents the boundary tones or the phrasal tones in the ToBI. Under phrasal
tones, there are two intonational categories that characterize the American English
utterance: intermediary phrases (ip) and the intonation phrase (IP). An utterance is made
up of one or more intonation phrases which in turn consist of one or more intermediary
phrases [30]. The tones of the intermediary phrases (ip) are called the phrase accents. A
phrase accent ends an ip at either point high H- or low L- in the speakers pitch range [30].
The intonation phrase (IP) boundary tones are marked with high (H%) or low (L%). An
Intonation phrase is the segment of spoken instances that occur with a single prosodic
contour. The boundary tones occur only after the event of the ip. This is due to the
hierarchical nature of the phrasing of the English utterances. A set of four combinations
of phrase accents, and the boundary tones, and their intended meaning is depicted in
Tables 35, 36 and 37.
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Table 35: The meanings of the Boundary tones
Phrasal tones

Intended Meaning

L-L%

Very low in speakers pitch range

L-H%

Low phrase accent closes the last ip, followed by a high
boundary tone.

H-H%

Boundary tone associated with a point extremely high in
speakers range.

H-L%

Low boundary tone is raised to the level of H- creating a
plateau.

Pitch accents manifest as a particular F0 configurations on accented syllables.
Intonation in terms of pitch accents and boundary tones are features that indicate
emphasis or provide semantic information (for example, low pitch at end of a statement
and high pitch at the end of a question). An accented syllable is phonologically linked to
the starred tone of the pitch accent. The ToBI inventory consists of the 5 pitch accents
which are shown in Table 36.
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Table 36: The meanings of the pitch accents.
Pitch accents
H*

Intended Meaning

(Peak Tone target on the accented syllable on the top part of a speakers pitch range.

accent)
L*

(low Tone target on the accented syllable on the lower part of the speakers pitch

accent)

range.

L*+H scooped Low tone target on the accented syllable immediately followed by a rise to
accent)
L+H*

the top part of the speakers pitch range.
rising High peak target on the accented syllable immediately preceded by a rise

peak accent

from a valley in the lower part of the speakers pitch range.

!H

A phonologically triggered compression of the pitch range that lowers F0

downstepped

targets for any H tones subsequent to a downstep trigger.

The target points represent the star marked tones of the pitch accent. These target
points vary in respect to the position of the accents within the intermediary phrase or
intonation phrase. The break indices represent the intrasentential and intersentenial in the
utterance. Intersentential is defined as the pauses that occur between the sentences. The
break indices are represented in Table 37.
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Table 37: The meanings of the Break Indices
Break Indices

Intended Meaning

0

Word boundary erased

1

Typical inter-word disjuncture within a phrase

2

Mismatched inter-word disjuncture within a phrase

3

End of an Intermediary Phrase

4

End of an Intonation Phrase

The break indices represent the pauses, gaps in speech, end of the sentence and
disjuncture within a phrase. Pauses between words not associated with a stop closure
tend to be longer for more pronounced phrase boundaries. The combination of the Tone
inventory and the break indices completes the addressing of the variability’s associated
with speech. The advantage with the ToBI is it can function as a prescriptive intonational
grammar which covers all possible types of accents. As a result, ToBI has been chosen
for addressing various problems associated with speech.
B. Prosodic features and roles of articulators
Speech features that can be identified without the knowledge of the specific
semantic context are prosodic features. The fundamental frequency, also called the
formant zero which is represented as F0 is defined as the rate of opening and closing of
glottis or the number of open/close cycles of vocal folds per second. It represents as how
fast the vocal folds open and close per second. The number of opening and closing cycles
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increases, if the vocal folds open/close too fast. Similarly, the number of opening and
closing cycles decreases, if the vocal folds open/close at a slow rate. The opening and
closing cycles represent the frequency of the signal. The sharper the pitch tones, the more
often open/close cycles occur per second. This is represented as the pitch of the spoken
signal with respect to the articulator, i.e. the vocal tract. The Formants of the spoken
signal represent the articulators that are present in our mouth. The Formant signal F1 is
associated with the vocal tract cavity articulator present behind the tongue hump and the
formant signal F2 is associated with the cavity in front of the tongue hump articulator.
The change in the placement of the F1, F2 articulators, leads to the production of the
speech signal. The change in the articulators of the F1 and F2 produce the vowel sounds
that forms an integral part in the stressing of the words in the spoken signal. The change
in the articulation of the pitch signal determines how sharp the tone is produced during
the audible part of the spoken signal. The sharpness associated with the tone determines
how large or small the vocal tract is. The more the number of open/close cycles of vocal
folds per second, the smaller the vocal tract. This is carried out along with the change of
the articulators of the F1 and F2 which are the vocal tract at the back of the tongue hump
and the front of the tongue hump. This change of F1-F2 plane leads to the formation of
the vowel triangle, where specific frequencies of F1 and F2 generate typical vowel
sounds.
Short time energy contours provide useful information about accents and emphasis [31].
Speaking rate changes are indicative of transitions between prosodic phrases. A
measure of speaking rate can be derived from the normalized duration measure developed
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in [32] or can make use of energy fluctuations, phases of non-stationary or voicing
information in the acoustic signal [33].
Syllable lengthening occurs prior to a prosodic boundary [34] or as a means of
syllable/word emphasis [35] . Lengthening in stressed syllables is uniformly distributed
over the syllable, while the lengthening related to a boundary is concentrated in the
syllable rhyme [36].
C. Calculations from Results
Pitch Tones Calculations
The chart shows the calculated figures gives us the respective view of the
accuracy of detection of Pitch tones.
Statistics

H*

L*

L+H*

L*+H

TP (True Positive)

86

18

20

3
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FP (False Positive)

675

154

18

178

1025

FN (False Negative)

96

17

3

20
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True Negative (TN) is calculated using the following equation:

Where,

The Sensitivity and Specificity Statistics are calculated as follows:
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Phrase Accents Calculations
The chart shows the calculated figures gives us the respective view of the
accuracy of detection of Phrase accents.
Statistics

L-

H-

L-H%

H-L%

TP (True Positive)

37

47

63

23

170

FP (False Positive)

227

27

51

12

317

FN (False Negative)

0

0

25

2

27

True Negative (TN) is calculated using the following equation:

Where,

The Sensitivity and Specificity Statistics are calculated as follows:
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Break Indices Calculations
The chart shows the calculated figures gives us the respective view of the
accuracy of detection of Break Indices.
Statistics

1

2

3

4

TP (True Positive)

80

4

44

17

145

FP (False Positive)

571

28

31

163

793

FN (False Negative)

76

0

3

2

79

True Negative (TN) is calculated using the following equation:

Where,

The Sensitivity and Specificity Statistics are calculated as follows:
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